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With a non-stop express train and an early check-in
service at the seoul station city airport terminal,
the road to Incheon International Airport is relaxed and comfortable.
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Gyeonggi-do wraps around Seoul and Incheon in a circular shape. 
  is the phonetic arrangement of the consonants and 

vowels for the Korean word “Gyeonggi.”
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commercial applicability, accuracy, adequacy and reliability, etc. Information 
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Follow Gyeonggi.
The Yellow Sea boasts of a beautiful sunset, with fields stretching out and the magnificent ridges that all meet along the walking trail. 	
The history, architecture, delicacies and culture of Gyeonggi-do Province are combined with such amazing nature. The sentiment of 

Gyeonggi-do is perfectly expressed through the harmonization between tradition and modernity, and by the communion between travelers 
and the open spaces. Some of these destinations have been featured in a movie or television dramas or become the medium that inspires 

music. Thanks to these travel destinations, Gyeonggi-do has become the home to K-Wave content and it radiates an original charm.
Jeongokhang Port, a fairytale-like spot that appears on an album cover of the music duo AKMU, expresses a different side of the animated 

ocean in the rapper Young-ji’s YouTube channel. Travelers can walk beside the beautiful ancient temple, following the footsteps of the 
heroine from a television drama, and can take a short break in the quiet and peaceful garden. Enjoy another quiet time in the living room 	
of the old house. The site will whisper to you to slow down and live like the locals. Experience the wonders of the four seasons and hum 

along to BTS songs at Seohuri Forest. Follow Gyeonggi-do on social media.
Discover precious hidden destinations and draw your own travel map over the 31 cities and counties in Gyeonggi-do.



The 31 cities and counties in Gyeonggi-do all have unique stories and attractive locations that will awaken your 
senses. Sometimes, these locations have become the background to beautiful images.

Travelers can follow in the footsteps of their favorite protagonists to learn new ways to travel. 
The gathering place for locals to help travelers explore new locations and commentaries by influencers who 

help to reinterpret these locations. Travelers will be inspired while exploring such attractive locations.

FOLLOW ME
Travel Locations That Inspire Creators

Share interviews with K-Wave celebrities who continue to perform creative activities that express their unique characters, and travel 
throughout Gyeonggi-do with two influencers who enjoyed the K-Wave tour in Gyeonggi. Prae is an influencer from Thailand who 

has learned Korean and is studying in the country after becoming fascinated by Korean television dramas. She re-traces the romantic 
spaces that the protagonists of television dramas visited and records her journey. The fashion model Eric Warner, who adores all 

things beautiful, traveled to southern Gyeonggi-do on a foodie tour. He returned to his daily life with lots of happy memories.

CITY GUIDE
Curating K-Wave Locations in Gyeonggi

Discover the charm of five cities (Goyang, Paju-Yeoncheon, Yongin, Seongnam, and Suwon) in Gyeonggi-do. A noteworthy feature 
is that spots that match the four categories of “DO IT,” “SEE IT,” “EAT IT,” and “BOOK IT” are curated in each city. The illustrated 
map for each city also introduces travel destinations in the surrounding area, helping travelers create their own routes. Read the 

TIP article to better enjoy these travel destinations.

LIKE A LOCAL
Travel Tips From Locals

If you want to travel throughout Gyeonggi-do in a new way, be sure to read the following. In “Like a Local,” ten themes are 
discussed including: “How to Enjoy the Ocean of Gyeonggi-do” by the MZ generation rapper Lee Young-ji, 	

“BTS Pilgrimage,” “Beautiful Nightscapes,” and “Instagram Spots.” You might also find it interesting to read the commentaries 
by locals in relation to each theme.

COLUMN
The Essence of Korean Food

Learn about the diversity of the Korean soul food “kimchi,” the characteristics of Gyeonggi-do kimchi, the history of alcohol in 
Korea, and receive recommendations on the traditional drinks available in Gyeonggi-do. Discover interesting stories about rice, 

and check out the different kinds of rice from Gyeonggi-do that offer different tastes in each region.

GOOD STAY
Accommodation for Different Tastes

Gyeonggi-do has a wide selection of accommodation, including a hanok stay for those wishing to experience the quiet and 
peace of the beautiful surroundings, luxury hotels that provide the perfect conditions for healing, guesthouses for those who 

prefer to share their travel experiences, and recreational forests that provide an escape in nature.

FOUR SEASONS
Gyeonggi-do in Each Season

We recommend some locations where you can enjoy the beauty of the four seasons, including 	
a cherry blossom trail and a ski resort where white snow covers the fields.

Website
en.ggtour.or.kr

Instagram
gyeonggi_tour

Facebook 
ggtour.en

Youtube
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Taemin’s K-POP
I go on stage with the attitude of not being afraid to try something different. 

I show what I’ve prepared earnestly, with a sincere attitude.
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I hope people will become curious  
about what music and dances  

Taemin will present next.
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way to work. I feel refreshed doing these activities. That 
allows me to exude positive energy when I return as an 
artist.

Q �Your first solo single, “Danger,” was covered on 
the TV show, “Road to the Kingdom,” and it caused 
quite a sensation. Do you recall where you shot the 
music video? It was the CheongShim Peace World 
Center in Gyeonggi-do Province. It must’ve been 
quite different considering it was your first solo 
single. What was it like at the shoot?

A �Because it was my solo debut song, I was filled with 
more enthusiasm than ever. I aspired to do well, so I 
poured my heart and soul into the music video, which 
is why I cherish it a lot. I was tense at the time because 
it was my first time doing things alone, and I was under 
immense pressure. I gave it my everything, but it wasn’t 
tiring at all. It’s normal for artists to stay up all night 
for days to film a music video. With “Danger,” I was so 
focused that time flew by and at the end of the shoot, 	
I was like, ‘It’s over already?!’

Q �What was your most memorable performance, and 
why do you find it most memorable?

A �I find the “Danger” music video most memorable. I find 
that it was an opportunity to create my own unique 
identity. It was incredibly fun at the shoot, and I went on 
an extreme diet for the first time for that big day. Maybe 
it was because it’d be my first-ever solo single (laugh). 
The choreographer behind “Danger” was Ian Eastwood, 
who was very famous, and the dance routine he 

Q �How are you these days? Tell us what your typical 
day is like.

A �I’ve been spending time doing some self-reflection 
lately. I’ve also been watching my stage performances 
from the past and practicing consistently. I’d say I’m 
diligently refining myself and honing my skills. As 
soon as I wake up in the morning, I start the day by 
stretching, kind of as a habit. If I don’t stretch regularly, 
my body doesn’t feel as nimble when I dance, which is 
why I try not to skip this morning routine. Before going 
to bed, I watch YouTube. I’m always trying to stay up-to-
date with the latest trends. That’s because dance trends 
change rapidly, with one trend replacing another in an 
instant. Because I’ve been in the industry for years, I’m 
accustomed to doing the things that I’ve done from the 
early days, and I have to make a conscious effort not to 
just stick with what I’m used to. That’s why I try in my 
everyday life to naturally follow the latest trends.

Q �I’d like to hear about what you like these days. 
What do you like as an artist and what do you like 
as a young man?

A �As an artist, I like communicating with my fans through 
music. I’ve created a social media account (Instagram), 
and I pick and post my own photos. My fans love it, 
which makes it all the more enjoyable and fun. I try to 
share things from my everyday life as a regular person 
as a way to communicate with my fans as much as I 
can. As a young man, I like being active. I like playing 
games with my friends, and I also like sports. Plus, I 
enjoy capturing on camera the landscapes I see on my 

Interview with Taemin
Taemin made his singing debut as a 
member of SHINee when he was just in 
middle school. The young idol star known 
for his amazing moves on stage has 
matured into a fine young man with five 
solo albums under his belt. Every time he 
drops a new album, he takes the stage with 
a completely new look. Wondering what he 
has in store for us next, we sat down with 
him to talk about his music, performances, 
private life, and even travel.

NOW 
& 

THEN

FOLLOW COVER STORY

TAEMIN INTERVIEW
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choreographed was fantastic. The process of creating a 
stage performance that represented my individual style 
was fun and fascinating. That’s why I find it memorable. 
I’m pretty sure this will be the case even years from 
now.

Q �World tours have helped you grow. If there have 
been any particular incidents or memorable 
experiences, please share them with our readers.

A �There are times when I travel abroad for a concert 
and do stuff there, like shopping or sightseeing. That 
is a breath of fresh air, and it becomes memorable. 
Landscapes that are completely different from what we 
see in Korea amaze me. The color of the sky is different, 
the weather is different, what people eat and how they 
communicate are different. That reminds me of how 
little I know of the world. I want to experience things 
I’ve never experienced before, if possible. Also, when 
I travel, there are people who recognize me. It’s quite 
an amazing feeling when someone recognizes me in 
the streets of a country that I’m visiting for the first 
time. Those experiences become a turning point. ‘Ah, 
there are people who watch me and who are fans of 
me even in places that I’m not familiar with.’ With that 
realization, I become determined to work harder.

Q �So you travel to new places often. Then, what is 
your idea of a great trip when you’re not traveling 
for work?

A �A trip into nature! Places like the mountains, valleys, 
and oceans. I love to behold the landscapes and 
sceneries created by Mother Nature. And entering deep 
inside nature really refreshes my mind. It also helps me 
come up with something new. That reminds me, you 
can find mountains, valleys, and the sea when you come 
to Gyeonggi- do Province. There are tons of activities 
that you can enjoy in nature as well. If you are someone 
who likes to travel in nature, like I do, I suggest that you 
plan a trip to Gyeonggi-do Province.

Q �Are you a spontaneous traveler, or do you create a 
minute-by-minute itinerary before you go?

A �I tend to decide on the big picture before I go. I decide 
on the concept of the trip ahead of time, whether 
it’ll be a trip to fully rest, or go on a gourmet tour, or 
learn something new, etc. Then, once I arrive at the 
destination, I travel freely within that framework. There 
are times when I go on a trip spontaneously. When I do 
that, I typically go somewhere near Seoul and return 
home before the end of the day. A place I’d recommend 
for a same-day trip is Yangpyeong. Just driving along 

the Bukhangang River without any special plans is a 
cathartic experience. There are many cafes and bakeries 
with stunning views, so if you like sweet desserts, 	
I recommend going there.

Q �A number of dramas, music videos, and so on are 
shot in Gyeonggi-do Province, which is why many 
hallyu fans visit the province. Which places in 
Gyeonggi-do Province would you recommend to 
your fans who are planning a trip here?

A �Personally, I recall how the budae-jjigae (sausage stew) 
that I had in Uijeongbu was amazing. It was so delicious 
that I want to recommend it to all my fans. The soup 
was just sublime! The soup tastes richer the more you 
boil it, and it’s great that you can taste all kinds of 
ingredients at once. Going to the top-rated restaurants 
is the best when traveling. As you mentioned earlier, 
I went to Gapyeong to shoot the music video for 
“Danger.” Gapyeong is already a renowned tourist 
destination (laugh), but I really want to recommend it to 
my fans who love nature as much as I do. The Morning 
Calm Arboretum (Achim-Goyo-Sumogwon) in Gapyeong 
is a place where you can enjoy a stroll while taking in 
the natural scenery. It’d be a perfect place for those 
who need and want to heal their souls. Also, Gapyeong 
offers a wide variety of recreational activities that you’ll 
love if you are an active person. As you may have seen 
on variety shows, there are water sports you can enjoy 
with your family or friends, and it will be thrilling and 
help you cool down!

Q �What do you usually do when traveling?
A �I try to experience all that I can. I go trekking, do 

activities, and go on excursions, and when I get tired, 
I rest at a place that provides healing. If there is 
something to learn, I try to learn it. I’m interested in new 
experiences, so that’s what I look for when I’m traveling.

Q �You’ve said, “I want to create a genre called 
Taemin.” What are your future plans personally 
and career-wise?

A �I want to solidify my identity as an artist. Instead of 
following others, I want to present stage performances 
that reveal my unique identity and music style. That 
doesn’t mean I want to make “music in Taemin’s style.” 
What I want is to create my own path – a path that no 
one has ever walked on before. I want people to be 
curious as to what kind of music and performances I’ll 
deliver next. These days, I’m working hard on my next 
album. I’ll keep doing my best, so please keep watching!
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#1 Lovely Pink
Siheung Baegot Hanul Park Seawater Pool 
Begin your trip at this exotic spot where you can 
bask in the sun while being surrounded by palm 
trees.

Along the 15km coastline from Wolgot to Sihwa MTV, 
known as the K-Gold Coast, you will come across 
Baegot Hanul Park where people go to enjoy the 
sunset. The view of the west coast from the city is 
simply spectacular, and for some reason, the scenery 
seems quite exotic. Visitors are greeted by a nature-
friendly seawater pool with an impressive design 
where they can witness excellent landscaping, 
making it a perfect spot to take pictures. Also, don’t 
forget to check out the terrace with streamlined 
glass railing overlooking the West Sea and Songdo 
International City.

	2590,	Jeongwang-dong,	Siheung-si,	Gyeonggi-do

#2 Magical Illuminations
Gwangmyeong Cave
Enjoy a pleasant escape in a magical cave where 
you will feel as though you are on an adventure 
in space.

Inside Gwangmyeong Cave, where the traces of 
its history are still intact, visitors can see how it 
has transformed over the years through the times 
of modernization and industrialization. After the 
closing of the mine in 1972, the cave was used as a 
storage place for saeu-jeot (salted shrimp), and it is 
undergoing a transformation into a tourist attraction 
offering cultural activities. It has been renewed as 
a place of culture and the arts in collaboration with 
a number of artists, and it is now garnering global 
attention. With tiny lights shining along the curves of 
the walls, it will seem like a world that you’ve never 
quite experienced before.

	142,	Gahak-ro	85beon-gil,	Gwangmyeong-si,	Gyeonggi-do

A SPECIAL TRIP WITH RED VELVET

# 1

L o v e l y

# 2

M y s t e r i o u s

LOCATION & TRIP

RED VELVET - IRENE & SEULGI EPISODE 1 "(NAUGHTY)"
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#3 Stimulating Your Artistic Senses
Anyang Art Park
Awaken your senses as a traveler with sculptures 
that stimulate the imagination.

There is a place where sweet grapes grew along the 
Samseongcheon Stream on Gwanaksan Mountain. 
After the grape farm disappeared, hikers began to 
flock over, and then in 2005, the Anyang Public Art 
Project began. Artworks that blend in with nature 
were installed all over the area, transforming it into 
an outdoor art gallery. You will not even notice 
the time passing by when you take a look at the 
installation artworks by 52 famous artists from Korea 
and abroad. The artworks are not just meant to be 
appreciated with the eyes; you can touch and feel 
them and step into the world of art. 

	Yesulgongwon-ro,	Manan-gu,	Anyang-si,	Gyeonggi-do

# 4 Modern & Trendy
Yangju Lighting Museum
Wrap up your trip with Red Velvet at a museum 
shedding light on the history of lighting.

Here, you can learn all there’s to know about 
lighting. As the one and only lighting museum in 
Korea, Yangju Lighting Museum presents exhibits 
on the past, present, and future of lighting through 
the Traditional Lighting Hall, Modern Lighting Hall, 
and Contemporary Lighting Hall. Not only that, 
there are also thematic interactive works in the 
Light Imagination Space. The museum even houses 
a collection of antique lighting from Europe. How 
about wrapping up your trip at the Lighting Museum 
where you can appreciate diverse kinds of ambience 
created by unique lighting?

	235-48,	Gwangjeok-ro,	Gwangjeok-myeon,	Yangju-si,	Gyeonggi-do

Irene and Seulgi, the first sub-unit of Red Velvet, are currently promoting their second single, “Naughty,” 
following their success with their lead single, “Monster.” The music video shot in Gyeonggi-do Province is 
especially eye-catching, with the two members flaunting their charms at each filming location. 
So let’s explore Gyeonggi-do through the scenes from the music video.

# 3

A r t i s t i c

# 4

M o d e r n
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K-LOCATION 

JOURNEY TO GYEONGGI 
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THE 
SENTIMENTAL 

OF TRAVEL
Become the protagonist of a dramatic story that narrates a romantic and beautiful journey.  

Enter the heart of a narrative that unfolds across time and space.
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Wander in a Dream-like Time and Space at 
Wolhwawon
On a quiet morning, Prae visited 
“Wolhwawon,” a Chinese-style garden in 
Korea and the first television drama site on 
the tour. Famous as a filming site for “Moon 
Lovers: Scarlet Heart Ryeo,” this is where the 
protagonists Lee Ji-eun (also known as “IU”) 
and Lee Joon-gi met for the first time in the 
imperial palace. It is also the place where Kang 
Ha-neul confessed his love to Lee Ji-eun. After 
exploring the exotic landscape of Wolhwawon, 
which was constructed according to the 
traditional style of Guangdong, China, take a 
memorable picture against the backdrop of the 
courtyard and bridge. Then, enjoy a leisurely 
walk around Hyowon Park where Wolhwawon 
is located, for some deep relaxation. 

 399, Dongsuwon-ro, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si,  
Gyeonggi-do  1899-3300  Weekdays 09:00-22:00
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Through the greenness of summer

sunlight breaks through at Wolhwawon in the morning.

Walk on the beautiful bridge of Wolhwawon

and take in the beauty of the 

delicately carved wooden architecture.

The filming sites in Gyeonggi-do that 

we will visit on this trip

truly exhibit their most beautiful features.
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Seoknamsa Temple, an Ancient Temple 
With Beautiful Stone Staircases
If you wish to experience the sentiments of 
Korean Buddhism, we recommend visiting 
Seoknamsa Temple situated on Seounsan 
Mountain. As a Buddhist, Prae was looking 
forward to this place the most among the 
filming sites, because it is located on a quiet 
and still mountainside to provide peace of 
mind. In the television drama “Guardian: The 
Lonely and Great God,” the protagonist Gong 
Yoo wrote the names of his younger sister 
and the King of Goryeo on a wish lantern, 
which he then sent flying away. The stone 
staircases from the entrance to Daeungjeon 
Hall are remarkably beautiful. Constructed 
during the reign of King Munmu of Silla, 
the temple reveals its long and prestigious 
history throughout the structure, which is also 
indicated by its designation as a temple to 
wish for the prosperity and well-being of the 
nation during the early Joseon Period. 

 3-120, Sangchonsaemal-gil, Geumgwang-myeon, 
Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-676-1444

I pray for you.

Like the day when Kim Shin

flew a wish lantern for his  

beloved sister and the King in  

“Guardian: The Lonely and Great God.”

When the dainty summer breeze 

enters from the other side of the 

mountain, the chimes hanging from 

the tip of the eaves at Seoknamsa 

Temple ring gracefully.
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Receive Energy From the Plants  
at Café Orangerie
Orangerie is a café that was introduced 
in television dramas and advertisements 
thanks to the unique landscape created 
by its tropical plants. In the television 
drama “Tale of the Nine-Tailed,” the café 
was where Kim Bum mixed drugs into Lee 
Dong-wook’s coffee to add tension to the 
plot. The spot where many people wish to 
sit is located on the second floor, which 
fills up early because of the beautiful 
view. If you are interested in planteriors, 
we strongly recommend this place where 
various green plants are sold as well. Prae 
was energized by the green landscape 
that appeared before her eyes.

 423-19, Gisan-ro, Baekseok-eup, Yangju-si, 
Gyeonggi-do  070-7755-0615  

 Daily 11:00-21:00, Open year-round  
 Americano: KRW 8,000, Coconut Mango 

Smoothie: KRW 12,000 
 instagram(@orangerie_official)
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Tea time enjoyed inside  

a giant greenhouse.

Look around after taking  

in the aroma of the tea,

to see all kinds of fresh 

subtropical plants 

including the dwarf umbrella 

tree, alocasia and monstera.

Spend an afternoon at the 

Orangerie that generates 

fresh green energy

and enjoy “happiness.”
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Hantangang River Sky Bridge
At around sunset, we arrived at the 
Hantangang River Sky Bridge, our 
last filming site. Famous for being 
featured in a scene from “Crash 
Landing on You” where Hyun Bin 
and Son Ye Jin cross the bridge 
together, the bridge provides a thrill 
as it shakes even if you cross it alone. 
When you step onto the skywalk with 
a glass floor installed in the middle 
of the Sky Bridge, it feels like you are 
floating in mid-air. However, you can 
enjoy the thrill in safety, as the bridge 
was robustly designed to allow 1,500 
adults to cross at once. 

 207, Bidulginang-gil, Yeongbuk-myeon, 
Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do  09:00-18:00
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Mirinae Holy Site
Mirinae Holy Site is the leading sacred site for the Catholic 
Church in Korea. Featured in the television drama “Guardian: The 
Lonely and Great God,” the site houses the tomb of Andrew Kim 
Taegon, the first priest of Korea, which was designated as a World 
Monument by UNESCO in 2021. The commemorative cathedral 
for the 103 Korean martyrs inside the holy site also appeared in 
“Guardian” as the place where Kim Go-eun summoned Gong 
Yoo. The beautiful gothic style architecture played a big part in 
completing that beautiful scene. 

 416, Mirinaeseongji-ro, Yangseong-myeon, Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-674-7762  09:00-17:00  www.mirinai.or.kr

INFLUENCER. Prae  HIPRAE  BABOPRAE
Prae is a girl from Thailand who shares her trips to Korea, as well 
as cultural and daily content with the 640,000 subscribers to her 
YouTube channel “Hi Prae.” Recently, she has also been working 
as an actress and entertainer, making appearances on the 
Netflix sitcom “So Not Worth It” and the South Korean variety 
show “South Korean Foreigners.” We traveled to the television 
drama filming sites in Gyeonggi-do with Prae, who is famous for 
introducing beautiful destinations in Korea in a cheerful manner.
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THE 
TASTE OF 
TRAVEL

Join us in experiencing the depth of Korean flavors and step into exploring  
a world of food that is not only delicious but also beautiful in appearance. 

K-TASTE 

JOURNEY TO GYEONGGI 
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Doosoogobang,  
Providing Seasonal Changes in Food 
Temple food is a unique food culture of Korea 
that features healthy Korean dishes, giving great 
strength to those who consume it due to the 
naturally-derived ingredients and the thought and 
care that goes into each meal. Doosoogobang is 
a place where you can experience the traditional 
vegetarian meals of Korea that represent the 
philosophy of the Monk Jeong Kwan, the master 
of temple food. As temple food dishes are free of 
artificial flavor enhancers and the five pungent 
herbs (garlic, green onion, wild chives, leeks and 
asafetida) they provide the original flavors of 
the ingredients by using seasonal and healthy 
components, making them the perfect option as 
a lunch menu. Doosoogobang, which refers to a 
space where the monks practice non-possession, 
ask for alms as a method of training and stores 
leftover food to share with those in need. It does 
not have a set menu, as the menu is simply called 
“Today’s Offering”, and it changes depending on 
the seasonal ingredients and the time of year. 

 80, Gwanggyohosugongwon-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, 
Gyeonggi-do (3F, Around Life)  031-548-1912

 Daily 11:30-20:00  “Today’s Offering” KRW 18,000
 instagram(@doosoogobang) 

The essence of travel lies in taking it slow.

You can move at a more leisurely pace

or enjoy a meal for longer.

The food at Doosoogobang

is made of ingredients that accurately 

capture the changes of the season.

Enjoy taking it slowly and thinking about 

life in which excess baggage is shed.
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Shilla Galbi, a Meal That Warms the Heart
We decided to try Suwon beef ribs for a hearty 
meal. Among the many beef rib restaurants 
in Suwon, Shilla Galbi is one of the three 
major galbi restaurants famous for its Grade 
1 hanwoo fresh beef ribs that are freshly 
prepared and not frozen. The marinated beef 
ribs, which can be enjoyed by foreigners as well 
since they are not too spicy, are aged in salt to 
preserve the unique flavors of the fresh beef 
ribs and are seasoned thoroughly to flavor the 
meat. While beef ribs are traditionally enjoyed 
with vegetables in Korea, we recommend 
dipping the fresh beef ribs in salt to enjoy the 
savory and clean flavor of these ribs at Shilla 
Galbi. However, the marinated beef ribs go 
wonderfully with sweet and sour seasoned 
vegetables. 

 538, Dongsuwon-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, 
Gyeonggi-do  031-212-2354  Daily 11:00-22:00 
Closed on holidays  Premium Beef Ribs (1 person) 
KRW 49,000, Premium Marinated Beef Ribs (1 person) 
KRW 46,000, Premium Hanwoo Beef Ribs KRW 69,000, 
Hanwoo Marinated Beef Ribs KRW 53,000  

 www.shillagalbi.co.kr
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Saesori Mulsori, 
Prepared Under a Low and Steady Heat  
in an Old Hanok
The café was built from a site that has been 
maintained since the mid-Joseon Period 
when the owner’s grandfather from the 
fourteenth generation was alive. Situated 
around the hanok are a 300-year-old zelkova 
tree, an octagonal pavilion, a pond and a well, 
making guests feel like they have traveled to 
somewhere far away. The sweet bean porridge 
has a soft texture and is appropriately sweet 
to warm an empty stomach. It is topped with 
walnuts, chestnuts, pine nuts, ginkgo nuts 
and cinnamon powder to provide a colorful 
appearance and a deep flavor. 

 10, Oyanam-ro 38beon-gil, Sujeong-gu, Seongnam-si, 
Gyeonggi-do   031-723-7541

 Daily 11:00-22:00 Closed on holidays
 Sweet Bean Porridge KRW 11,000, Jujube Tea  

KRW 10,000, Iced Five-flavor Berry Tea KRW 10,000, 
Gyeongdan Set KRW 5000  solicafe.site123.me
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The morning at the old house

starts with the sunbeams dropping  

over the tips of the eaves.

Azuki beans, carefully prepared by the owner,

are simmered and stirred for a long time 

to make sweet bean porridge  

with a warmth that comforts the heart.
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INFLUENCER. Eric Warner  ERIC94KOREA
We traveled to southern Gyeonggi-do with the fashion model 
Eric. A lover of all beautiful things, Eric tasted the original 
flavors of the ingredients and experienced the many ways of 
cooking Korean food. The smile that spread across Eric’s face 
as he sat before each meal showed that the experience filled 
his heart with happiness as well. A day spent experiencing the 
flavors of Korean food! Here, we have recorded those happy 
moments.

Eedoga, Charmed by Elegant Desserts
Ever since tvN’s entertainment show “Youn’s Kitchen” 
was introduced abroad, the interest in Korean desserts 
has grown. We stopped by Eedoga to taste the traditional 
desserts of Korea and to learn how to make traditional rice 
cake, sweets and cookies. Two sisters, who hoped to make 
authentic and healthy Korean desserts that even children 
could enjoy, joined forces in 2013 to run traditional rice 
cake, sweets and cake-making classes. When we visited, 
Eric took part in a preview class that consisted of making 
half-moon-shaped rice cake dough and a topping flower 
for summer rice cakes called jeungpyeon. This class taught 
us the basic principles of preparing rice cake and provided 
us with an in-depth knowledge of sticky rice cakes and 
non-sticky rice cakes. We recommend this class to those 
who are interested in traditional Korean sweets and wish 
to make their own healthy and reliable snacks. 

26-3, Seongbok 2-ro 76beon-gil, Suji-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do 
(Room 211, Dream Tower)  010-9772-2730  www.eedoga.co.kr
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Goyang is an exciting and energetic city, full of 
things to enjoy. It is home to the broadcasting 
companies SBS and MBC and their studios in 
Ilsan, while also being famous as a filming site 
for various variety shows and television dramas. 
Spend a special day in Goyang, which is gaining 
popularity as the mecca of broadcasting through 
the rise of the K-Culture Valley.

Experience a Special Day 
Full of Exciting Activities in Goyang

GOYANG

POINT SPOT

❶ Sports Monster Goyang ─ 4.8km(14min by car) ─ ❷ Let’s Run Farm Wondang ─ 21km(30min by car) ─  
❸ Aqua Planet Ilsan ─ 9.7km(20min by car) ─ ❹ EAT Italy Oven ─ 9.8km(20min by car) ─ ❺ Hyundai Motorstudio Goyang 
─ 1.3km(4min by car) ─ ❻ ENJOY Ilsan Lake Park ─ 3.4km(7min by car) ─ ❼ STAY Sono Calm Goyang

CITY GUIDE

Goyang City Hall

Hangang River 
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Ilsandong-gu

Mimesis Art Museum

Goyang General 
Terminal Daegok Station

Neunggok Station

Tanhyeon  
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Ilsanseo-gu
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An Indoor Sports Playground,  
Goyang Sports Monster �
This place is popularly called a “kids café for adults”. At the indoor theme park 
designed for all to enjoy, visitors can experience sports activities such as archery, 
basketball, soccer and climbing. In addition, there are VR workout machines and 
an exciting zip coaster. Food and beverages are sold in the lounge for those who 
need to catch their breath and take a break. Choose the activities that you are most 
interested in, since there is a time limit for your visit.

 1955, Goyang-daero, Deogyang-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do (4F)  02-1668-4832  
 Daily 10:00-21:00  (2-hour pass) Adults KRW 25,000, Teenagers/Children KRW 20,000  
 www.sportsmonster.co.kr 

DO IT 
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Meet the Marine Animals at  
Aqua Planet Ilsan in Goyang �
A gigantic shark welcomes visitors at the entrance, with its 
mouth wide open to raise your expectation. This mysterious 
and dream-like aquarium offers the essence of the ocean to 
excited visitors. You can see sharks, penguins, elephant seals, 
alligators, otters, and turtles up close. The enormous main 
water tank is the site of all kinds of water performances while 
the third floor ocean arena is where you can see the elephant 
seal, which is the mascot of the aquarium. This is a great place 
for animal lovers to visit, as it also houses raccoons, beavers, 
monkeys and meerkats, in addition to the marine animals. 

 282, Hallyu world-ro, Ilsanseo-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do  
 1833-7001  Daily 10:00-18:30 (admission closes at 17:30)  
 (daily pass) Adults KRW 25,000, Children, Seniors (below 13, above 

65) KRW 23,000 / (weekend pass) Adults KRW 31,000, Children, Seniors 
(below 13, above 65) KRW 28,000  www.aquaplanet.co.kr/index.do

A Plain in Goyang Where the 
Horses Roam Free:  
Lets’ Run Farm Wondang �
Pass through a secretive tree-lined street to reach a large 
pasture. At this farm with an impressive pastoral landscape, 
you will see horses leisurely strolling or grazing on the grass. 
Thanks to the beautiful natural landscape, the television 
drama “Mister Sunshine” was filmed here. Since Let’s Run 
Farm Wondang is a space used to train jockey candidates, 
we recommend that travelers should expect to quietly 
walk and enjoy a reflective time. At the photo zone in the 
meadow, you may also take a picture with the pasture as 
the backdrop. On weekends, horseback rides are offered 
to children on a first-come-first-serve basis. If you are 
interested, contact the facility in advance.

 233-112, Seosamneung-gil, Deogyang-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do  
 02-509-2672  Closed on Mondays and Tuesdays, Open on 

Wednesday-Sunday, 09:00-17:00  Free admission  
 krafarm.kra.co.kr

SEE IT 
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The Drama That Completes a Car,  
Hyundai Motorstudio Goyang �
This automobile exhibition hall, created by the Hyundai Motor Company, is the 
largest automobile theme park in Korea with nine above-ground floors and five 
basement floors. Here, you can see the manufacturing processes of melting steel, 
creating the body, and connecting, coloring and assembling the parts. Visitors can 
see, hear, touch and directly experience the entire process of creating one unit of a 
Hyundai automobile. The process of humans collaborating with robots as the car is 
made is an inspiring learning experience for children, while the process of studying 
how the wind and movement affects the operation of the vehicle and creates sound 
stimulates the children’s senses. “Into the Car,” the regular exhibition, requires a 
reservation. There’s also a kid’s workshop in which children can learn about the car 
through play. Apply for the guided English tour to receive explanations entirely in 
English. Tickets can be issued until 5:30 pm.

 217-6, Kintex-ro, Ilsanseo-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do  1899-6611  Regular Exhibition  
10:00-19:00, Trial Ride Information 10:00-17:00, Closed on January 1st, Lunar New Year’s Day 
and the next day, and Chuseok and the next day  Adults KRW 10,000, Teenagers KRW 7,000, 
Children/Seniors KRW 5,000  motorstudio.hyundai.com/goyang/ln/main.do

TIP

Mimesis Art Museum in Paju
This is a large building in a soft 
white color that consists of 
curves. The structure stands out 
in a publishing complex that is 
full of square buildings. Inside, 
natural light penetrates through 
the other buildings over the all-
white walls to create a profound 
and mysterious mood. Mimesis is 
a publishing company established 
by “Open Books” which specializes 
in art publications, including art, 
design, architecture, cartoons, film, 
photography and bibliography. 
Enjoy coffee and look through some 
books in the window seat of the 
book café on the first floor, then take 
some memorable pictures against 
the backdrop of the well-kept lawn 
beyond the large glass window.

 253, Munbal-ro, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do  
 031-955-4100  Spring/Fall 10:00-18:00, 

Winter 10:00-17:00, Summer 10:00-19:00  
 Adults KRW 5,000, Students KRW 4,000 
 www.mimesisart.co.kr

AROUND SPOT
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Korea is the only country in the world with a clear 
division. Because of this, Paju and Yeoncheon in 
northern Gyeonggi-do Province are cities that play 
both a historically and an ecologically meaningful 
role. These cities show the current border of South 
Korea and North, Korea while serving as messengers 
that will allow us to move from the past to the future. 
The Pyeonghwa Nuri 12-Gil Course in Yeoncheon 
houses the demilitarized zone (DMZ) created after 
the Korean War. Many people travel here by bike to 
discover the diverse aspects of the DMZ.

PAJU &
YEONCHEON

POINT SPOT

❶ Imjingak Observatory ─ 143m(2min on foot) ─ ❷ Pyeonghwa Nuri Park ─ 28.54km(28min by car) ─ ❸ ENJOY Forest of 
Wisdom ─ 13.20km(17min by car) ─ ❹ EAT Farmer’s Table ─ 47km(49min by car) ─ ❺ Water Tower ─ 18km(23min by car) ─ 
❻ Abandoned Tunnel in Daegwang-ri ─ 21.55km(40min by car) ─ ❼ Crane Theme Park ─ 13km(24min by car) ─  
❽ STAY Joseon Royal Residence

Cities of Peace With a History of Separation 
: Paju and Yeoncheon

CITY GUIDE
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View the History of 
Separation at  
Imjingak 
Observatory  
in Paju��
Imjingak is a tourist destination 
for those interested in unification 
security that consists of the North 
Korea Memorial Hall, various 
monuments and the Unification Park. 
Closer to Pyeongyang than Seoul, 
this is a special place where visitors 
can directly observe and understand 
the history of the separation in Korea. 
Ascend the observatory to check out 
the restricted area and the landscape 
of North Korea with your own eyes. 
Imjingak is a sorrowful place, as it 
causes you realize that North Korea 
is both a near and a distant place, 
juxtaposed against the open and 
scenic view. 

 148-53, Imjingak-ro, Munsan-eup,  
Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do (This is the address of 
the parking lot in front of the observatory. 
The observatory itself has no official 
address)  031-953-4744  09:00-20:00

 Visiting the observatory is free (telescope 
KRW 500)  www.imjingak.co.kr

DO IT 
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DO IT 

The Delicate and 
Beautiful  
Paju Pyeonghwa 
Nuri Park��
Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri Park is 
where the winds of South Korea and 
North Korea meet, which was formed 
as the symbol of reconciliation, 
coexistence, and peace between the 
south and north. Located 7 km to the 
south of the military demarcation line, 
the park is open to visitors without 
requiring a complicated visiting 
procedure, unlike Panmunjeom. 
Imjingak, the main structure, was built 
in 1972 for people who were taken to 
North Korea. While reminding us of a 
painful history, the landscape of the 
park exudes warmth. The windmills at 
the Hill of Wind are the mascots of the 
park and a popular filming site. 

 618-13, Majeong-ri, Munsan-eup, Paju-si, 
Gyeonggi-do  031-956-8300 

 Open all-year-round  Free admission
 www.imjingak.co.kr
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Where Traces of the  
Korean War Remain 
Water Tower��  
Built to supply water, the water tower ceased to serve its 
function in 1967 and was preserved in its original condition as 
registered Cultural Property No. 48. The water tower building is 
a historic artifact that has caved-in walls and bullet marks from 
the bombing that took place the Korean War. The ivy that grows 
wildly over the water tower gives us a sense of the passage of 
time. Take a memorable photo in front of the steam locomotive 
under the water tower or in front of the locomotive mural.

 34-373, Chatan-ri, Yeoncheon-eup, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-839-2561  Free admission

Mystery of Nature at 
The Abandoned Tunnel in 
Daegwang-ri �
When the cold wind blows, you can see the beautiful artworks in 
Korea created by mother nature. Unlike the icicles that typically 
drop from the ceiling to the floor, these mysterious ice spikes 
rise from the ground in various sizes. The icicles captivate their 
audience each year in different shapes, providing people with 
the joy of deducing their origins by way of imagination. Since the 
ice spikes may cause safety accidents, visitors must view them 
from outside without entering the abandoned tunnel. 

 San 173, Daegwang-ri, Sinseo-myeon, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 Free admission

Starting Point of DMZ Ecology,  
Crane Theme Park at the 
Gunnam Flood Control Reservoir
This flood control reservoir is located at the border, 6 
km away from the ceasefire line. The structure was built 
in October 2011 to prevent floods from damaging the 
Imjingang River area and illegal discharges from North 
Korea. The concrete dam has a height of 26 m, a length of 
658 m and a total reservoir capacity of 70 million tons. What 
is noteworthy about the design is that a natural fishway 
was introduced for the first time, to allow the fish to move  
naturally upstream and downstream. The surrounding 
environment, which is a habitat for migratory birds, was 
conserved to allow over 200 of Korea’s representative winter 
migratory birds and the national monuments of the cranes, 
white-naped cranes and hooded cranes to visit each year. 
This region with its pristine ecology is where all sorts of rare 
animals and plants live, including otters, elks, and cyprinid 
fish. Right next to Gunnam Flood Control Reservoir is a 
theme park that focuses on the crane, the symbol of peace. 
Ascend the observatory deck at the entrance to view the 
entire dam and Imjingang River.

 614-9, Seongok-ri, Gunnam-myeon, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-839-2061

SEE IT
DO IT 
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At Yongin, where cutting edge technology and nature, and the urban and rural achieve a harmony, 
you can experience the thrill of a theme park. Korean Folk Village provides the living and breathing 
traditional culture of Korea, while Everland is a must-visit site where you can enjoy beautiful 
parades and exhilarating rides! Break free from your dull everyday life and spend a day in Yongin.

A City of Energetic Entertainment: Yongin
YONGIN

POINT SPOT

❶ Korean Folk Village ─ 28.02km(42min by car) ─ ❷ Zip Line Yongin ─ 7.8km(19min by car) ─ ❸ ENJOY Caribbean Bay ─ 
1km(18min on foot) ─ ❹ Everland ─ 8.09km(22min by car) ─ ❺ STAY Hyojongdang ─ 7.94km(22min by car) ─  
❻ EAT Songjeong Boiled Chicken with Crispy Rice ─ 31.58km(48min by car) ─ ❼ Yongin Dae Jang Geum Park 

CITY GUIDE

Cheoin-gu, 
Yongin-si

Ramada 
Yongin Hotel

Yongin Rural 
Theme Park

Taewha 
Mountain

Mubong 
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DO IT 

Enjoy Watching Folk Acting at  
the Korean Folk Village �
If you want to experience Korean culture back in olden 
times, we recommend visiting the Korean Folk Village in 
Yongin. This place is not merely an experience center of 
traditional culture. The employees are dressed as characters 
from Korean folk tales, such as the mountain god, the district 
magistrate, the handsome beggar and the nine-tailed fox, to 
act in a roles that enhance the fun. The Korean Folk Village 
proudly offers various experience programs for each season, 
including natural dyeing. This place is famous as the filming 
site of various historical dramas including “Sungkyunkwan 
Scandal” and “The Moon Embracing the Sun”, and it is full 
of things for visitors to see and enjoy all year round.

 90, Minsokchon-ro, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do (Korean 
Folk Village)  031-288-0000  09:30-19:00  Admission KRW 15,000-
20,000, Free Pass (Adults) KRW 28,000, (Teenagers) KRW 25,000

 www.koreanfolk.co.kr
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DO IT 

Flying in the Forest,  
Zipline Yongin �
Zip lines are a form of ecotainment that can be enjoyed after 
listening to a simple set of instructions, without requiring 
special training. The name “zip line” originated from the “zip” 
sound that results from moving across the wire. At Zipline 
Yongin, you can experience a dynamic zip line that is 1,238 
m in the length. Operated regardless of the season or the 
weather, the thrill of flying in the sky can relieve the stress 
of daily life. Located on the south side of Jeonggwangsan 
Mountain at an altitude of 562 m, the six zipline courses 
enjoyed at Yongin Natural Recreation Forest offer guests 
a great view, and each course has a different highlight to 
provide exhilarating fun. The course with the greatest view 
is the third course, with the highest speed and difficulty 
level. You might be scared at first, but by progressing from 
numbers 1 to 5, you will quickly gain confidence. By the time 
you ride the number 6 course, you will be so relaxed that you 
can greet the people on the trail and wave to them. 
The zipline is best-enjoyed in the fall. Then, you can admire 
the colors of the fall foliage and glide through the mountain 
forest while enjoying the wind. 

 220, Chobu-ro, Mohyeon-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
 1588-5219  09:00-19:00 (Winter Season 17:00)
 Adults, children and seniors KRW 35,000  www.ziplineyongin.co.kr

Land of Dream and Hope,  
Everland �
If you are looking for a place to stay all day and have fun, 
without the need to come up with a travel itinerary, this 
theme park is the perfect choice. Wherever your eyes turn, 
there is plenty to see, and even waiting for the ride of your 
choice is a fun experience. The splendid parade that is held at 
specific times of day will be the highlight of your visit. Special 
events are held each quarter, such as the tulip festival and 
Halloween, so we also recommend visiting at these special 
times. The admission fee changes depending on the weather. 
Please check the calendar on the website before you visit.

 199, Everland-ro, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-320-5000  10:00-21:00  Admission fee Adults/Teenagers KRW 

50,000-69,999, Children/Seniors KRW 40,000-48,999  www.everland.com

© Everland
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TIP

The Largest Historic Drama Filming Set in Korea,
Dae Jang Geum Park in Yongin �
This is an open set where numerous historical dramas were filmed, including 
“Jumong,” “The Moon Embracing the Sun,” “Dong Yi,” “Lee San, Wind of the 
Palace,” and “Queen Seondeok of Silla.” The area is 2.77 million m2 wide, making 
it the largest set in Korea. Visitors can take a trip into the past, because the set has 
recreations of the architectural styles and living spaces from the Three Kingdoms 
Period up to the Joseon Period. If you are a fan of historical dramas, look around 
each space and take photos while you reenact scenes from the famous dramas. 
You will also be able to build special memories at the photo zone, while the royal 
clothing experience program is popular among foreign tourists who come to tour 
the K-Wave. Operations may be suspended depending on the status of COVID-19, 
so make sure to check the information on the website before visiting. 

 330, Yongcheon-ro, Baegam-myeon, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-337-3241
 09:00-18:00 (Winter season 17:00)  Admission Fees Adults KRW 9,500, Middle and high school 

students KRW 8,000, 48 months-elementary school students KRW 7,000, 48 months and  
younger Free  djgpark.imbc.com

Indoor Skydive at Flystation 
The greatest thing about Flystation 
is that anyone can easily and safely 
enjoy indoor skydiving, without being 
affected by the weather. Enjoy floating 
in the air without a machine, by riding 
the wind with a maximum speed of 
360 km/h inside a safe wind tunnel. 
Merely floating is difficult enough for 
beginners, which is why people are 
greatly impressed when the experts 
demonstrate highly difficult artistic 
poses. Up to 12 people can participate in 
each trial ride with a 30 minute interval, 
which means you might not be able to 
experience it all at the same time if you 
register on-site, so make sure to reserve 
a slot on the website in advance. The 
activity has become a popular filming 
site for the famous entertainment 
shows of Korea, making an appearance 
in popular Korean variety shows such as 
“The Return of Superman” on KBS 2TV 
and “Welcome, First Time in Korea?” on 
MBC Every1. As a result, Flystation has 
received a lot of attention from viewers.

 521, Seongsan-ro, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, 
Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do  1855-3946  

 Daily 10:30-19:30, Weekends and holidays 
10:30-20:30  Weekdays KRW 66,000, 
Weekends 76,000  www.flystation.kr

ACTIVITY
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Pangyo, the leading district of 
Seongnam, is referred to as the 
Silicon Valley of Korea, where 
representative IT companies 
in the fields of games, search 
engines and social media are 
concentrated. The companies 
housed in Seongnam include 
the company Naver, Kakao that 
created the communications 
window KakaoTalk, and Nexon 
and NCSoft that are well-loved 
by those who are into gaming! 
Seongnam is a cutting-edge 
city, where many new services 
are tried out for the first time in 
Korea. Take a peek into the bright 
future of Korea by walking on the 
neatly-formed streets of Pangyo.

POINT SPOT

❶ Kakao Pangyo Office ─ 537m(9min on foot) ─ ❷ Nexon ─ 248m(4min on foot) ─ ❸ Neowiz ─ 414m(9min on foot) ─  
❹ NCSoft ─ 147m(2min by car) ─ ❺ STAY Courtyard Marriott Seoul Pangyo ─ 1.8km(7min by car) ─  
❻ Baekhyeon-dong Café Street (Redish Brown, Open Coffee, Coffee Stone, I’m Home) ─ 3.4km(8min by car) ─  
❼ EAT Food Alley ─ 981m(5min by car) ─ ❽ Naver

SEONGNAM
IT City That  
Is the Leader in Korea,  
Seongnam

CITY GUIDE
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DO IT 

Kingdom of Games, 
Nexon �
Nexon is the company that made the legendary Korean games 
Kartrider and Crazy Arcade. Even those who do not play these 
games are surely familiar with Dao and Bazzi from Kartrider, 
or the mushroom logo from Maple Story. After starting out 
with easy-to-operate casual games featuring cute characters, 
the company introduced games that were enthusiastically 
supported by game fans including The Kingdom of the Winds, 
Sudden Attack, Mabinogi, Elsword, and Final Fantasy. 

 7, Pangyo-ro 256beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do  
 1588-7701  company.nexon.com

A Robust Master of Games,  
Neowiz �
This company is responsible for Guitar Girl, a healing game 
accompanied by a relaxing guitar performance, as well as 
Skul, an action game with 2D pixel art that invokes nostalgia, 
and Bless Unleashed that can be enjoyed on a console or 
PC. Pmang New Matgo, which is the on-line version of the 
go-stop game that Korean people typically play on holidays, 
is another famous product of Neowiz. Among the IT 
companies in Pangyo, the company is famous for its unique 
office design which gained the nickname of the “courthouse” 
and for its specialization in console games. 

 14, Daewangpangyo-ro 645beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, 
Gyeonggi-do  031-8023-6600  www.neowiz.com/neowiz

A Friendly Company  
in Your Daily Life 
Kakao �
Kakao started out with a social networking messenger service 
and is currently ranked as the top IT company offering lifestyle 
services in the areas of portals, social networking services, 
shopping, webtoons, games, taxis and banking. Decorated 
with the Kakao Friends characters, the 7th floor of the Kakao 
Office has a café open to outsiders. The interior reflects the 
company’s relaxed corporate culture. In addition, a character 
store and a rest area have been created to show the cutting-
edge culture of Korean IT companies. 

 235, Pangyoyeok-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do  
(H Square Building N)  1899-1326  www.kakaocorp.com/page/

© Neowiz
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DO IT 
SEE IT

Supported by Loyal Manias, 
NCSoft �
NCSoft is a company that no gamer would be able to ignore. 
The design of the building, which is reminiscent of the “N” 
in NCSoft, is a landmark in Pangyo and serves a symbolic 
function. The interior is also quite superior. The building has 
a sauna that only the employees can use, as well as a fitness 
center, child care center and a medical center. If you are curious 
about an office building that has been built to encourage 
employees to come up with creative ideas, apply for the tour 
program held for teens. If you are a visitor, you can enjoy a cup 
of coffee at the 1st floor café and rejoice in the experience of 
visiting the cradle of your favorite game characters. 

 12, Daewangpangyo-ro 644beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, 
Gyeonggi-do (NCSoft)  02-2186-3300  kr.ncsoft.com/kr/index.do

A Global IT Company,  
Naver �
Korea’s number one portal service, Naver, is a global IT 
company that is leading the global digital trend through its 
jisikin and webtoon services. The library and café of Naver, 
that embodies the green color of Naver using plants, is open to 
outsiders. Visit the store that sells cute Line character products, 
such as Brown, Sally and Cony, if you wish to purchase a 
souvenir. Currently, the library on the first floor of the Naver 
headquarters is closed to visitors because of COVID-19.

 6, Buljeong-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do  1588-3830 
 Weekday 10:00-19:00   www.navercorp.com
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 CAFÉ PICK

Slow Down Your Everyday Life
Baekhyeon-dong Café Trip

CAFÉ PICK 2 Open Coffee
Open Coffee is famous as a roastery in Pangyo. Loyal customers 
visit here to purchase coffee beans and drip bags, because the 
coffee is renowned for its great flavor. The first floor is decorated 
in black and white marble, while the 2nd floor has a charming 
interior that feels like both a bookstore and a gallery. Enjoy 
a view of the park with the pavilion. The signature coffee are 

single origin coffee and café latte, while 
the open brewing and cortado are also 
recommended.

 15, Pangyoyeok-ro 14beon-gil, Bundang-
gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do  

 070-4633-0691  Monday-Thursday  
10:00-22:00 Friday-Sunday 10:00-23:00  

 @opencoffee_roasters

CAFÉ PICK 3 Coffee Stone
A lot of people are surprised when they visit this café, because 
the inside is much larger than you would expect from the 
outside. The interior was built with natural brown wood and 
each area has a different concept, showing that the owner has 
taken special care to decorate the café throughout. 
The owner does all his own coffee roasting and 
bean selection, and an Americano can be refilled 
once for free. The roasted coffee is divided into 
hand drip, espresso and Dutch coffee, while other 
drinks include tea, smoothies and fresh fruit juice.

 8, Pangyoyeok-ro 10beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do 
 031-8017-0529  11:00-23:00

CAFÉ PICK 4 I’m Home
This café has an attractive interior decorated with vivid colors, 
which makes you feel as if you were entering a fast food 
restaurant in a foreign country. The purple door at the entrance 
is a photo zone, so we recommend taking a picture there before 
entering. Once you step inside, you will find people conversing 
in a cozy atmosphere. This café is known for brunch, where 
you can enjoy both a meal and a dessert. If you want to eat a 
meal, select from salad, pasta or a sandwich. If you came for the 
dessert, we recommend the souffle pancake, banana pudding, 
real brownie or milk shaved ice. 

 3-1, Pangyoyeok-ro 10beon-gil, Bundang-gu, 
Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do  070-4418-0415 

 Monday-Thursday 10:00-23:00  
Friday-Sunday 10:00-24:00  @imhomecafe

CAFÉ PICK 1 Redish Brown
This is the first café on Baekhyeon-dong 
Café Street. The café has an attractive interior that appeared 
in the television drama “Run On” featuring the actors Shin Se-
kyung and Yim Si-wan. The owner uses good ingredients and 
creates appropriate recipe items that remain true to his mission 
of delivering great flavors. The signature menu item here is 
shaved ice with sweet beans. The coffee made with well-roasted 
beans is also superb. The shaved ice used the Korean sweet 
bean dish is focused on maintaining the original flavor of the 
shaved ice with sweet beans without being too sweet.

 30, Pangyoyeok-ro 18beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do 
 031-8016-2055  12:00-21:00, Closed on Mondays  @redish_brown_

TIP
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At Suwon, old traditions have become 
the latest trends and new spaces are 
building on the history of the city. 
Hwaseong Fortress, at the heart of 
Suwon, is a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site that intrigues visitors with historic 
curiosity, while the night view from 
Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion has the 
power to make the hearts of lovers 
flutter. The whole chicken alley is 
where you can taste the original flavors 
of galbi chicken that appeared in the 
film “Extreme Job,” and Haengridan-
gil near Hwaseong Fortress is the 
gathering spot of locals that is full of 
excitement and fun.

A Cultural City 
That Embodies History, Suwon

SUWON

POINT SPOT

❶ Suwon Center for Traditional Culture ─ 155m(2min on foot) ─ ❷ Hwaseong Fortress in Suwon ─ 1.07km(16min on 
foot) ─ ❸ EAT Suwon Whole Chicken Street ─ 924m(14min on foot) ─ ❹ Haengridan-gil(Jung Jiyoung Coffee Roasters, 
Haenggung 81.2, Café 7209, Paterson Coffee) ─ 1.65km(25min on foot) ─ ❺ Flying Suwon ─ 1.03km(16min on foot) ─  
❻ Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion ─ 753m(11min on foot) ─ ❼ Onsaemiro ─ 139m(2min on foot) ─ ❽ STAY Hanok Stay Goyoo

CITY GUIDE
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Where King Jeongjo’s Legacy 
Lives on, 
Hwaseong Fortress �
Registered in 1997 as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, 
Hwaseong Fortress in Suwon was the first planned new 
town in the world and it was completed in two years and six 
months, by integrating the technologies used during the reign 
of King Jeongjo. Dongbukgongsimdon was a watchtower 
where citizens could look out for enemies and Ammun was 
the escape door. In addition, Dongilporu was a pavilion where 
the soldiers who were on watch could take a short break. 
Ascend the gentle slope of Hwaseong Fortress to see the 
whole of Suwon, and do not miss out on the night view which 
is included in the 100 must-see-attractions of Korea.

 320-2, Yeonghwa-dong, Jangan-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-290-3600  March-October 09:00-18:00, November-February 

09:00-17:00  Children KRW 500, Adults KRW 1,000  www.swcf.or.kr 

Learn the Etiquette and  
Beauty of Korea at  
Suwon Center for Traditional 
Culture �
If you want to experience the heritage of Suwon, check out 
the traditional culture experience programs operating at the 
center. Adults can learn how to make a patchwork landscape, 
patchwork mirror, knotted bracelet and a knotted bookmark as 
women’s crafts, while children can learn traditional etiquette, 
greetings and the Four Character Elementary Learning at the 
Hongjae Village School. Make a colorful flower rice cake, place 
it over a white rice cake and enjoy with the tea served in the 
popular Hwajungjibyeong program. The Master Singer Contest, 
which offers visitors a chance to listen to pansori masters, was 
highly popular last year, while on-line experience programs 
such as “Gugak Play at Home” are being regularly held due to 
COVID-19. The programs vary according to the season or month, 
so visit the center’s website to check them out in advance.

 18-11, Jangan-dong, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do  
 031-247-5613  09:00-18:00 (Closed on Mondays)  
 “Hwajungjibyeong: Pie in the Sky” Fee KRW 3,000, “Regular Course 

for Citizens” Fee KRW 50,000 for 2 hours  www.swcf.or.kr 

DO IT 
SEE IT
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A Mysterious Place Like a Pond 
Where a Dragon Lives 
Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion �  
Walk around the walls of Hwaseong Fortress to reach 
Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion, a famous picnic site. 
Many visitors, with their picnic sets, sit around the 
pond that boasts of an elegant beauty. If you stop by 
Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion, make sure to check out the 
view. While it is also beautiful during the day, it is fun to 
stroll through this area at night when the lights are turned 
on, feeling as if you are royalty who is taking a walk after a 
hard day’s work.

 44-6, Suwoncheon-ro 392beon-gil, Baldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-290-3600  Open all year round, 24 hours a day  Free admission

Overview of the City at  
Flying Suwon �
This is a fascinating facility that provides a view of the entire 
Hwaseong Fortress in Suwon from a maximum altitude of 
150 m above the ground. The helium balloon can carry up 
to 30 people and it is operated by a well-trained pilot to 
ensure safety. The balloon has passed the Joint Aviation 
Regulation (JAR21) of the European Union Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA) and completed approval through a safety 
inspection performed by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure 
and Transport. The balloon is also checked in the morning 
of each Monday for extra safety. Tickets must be issued on-
site and each flight lasts around 10 minutes. Operations are 
decided based on the weather and the wind speed, which 
means that the ride may be canceled without warning due 
to an abrupt change in the weather.

 697, Gyeongsu-daero, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-247-1300  Adults KRW 18,000, Middle and high school students 

KRW 17,000, elementary school students KRW 15,000 (Suwon residents are 
eligible for a discount if they submit their ID.)  www.flyingsuwon.com

Fusion Restaurant With  
Warm Sentiments
Onsaemiro �  
Onsaemiro is a fusion Korean restaurant operated by a 
mother and son, located inside an alley where low-roofed 
houses are gathered. AT the restaurant that opened in 
March, edible flowers and herbs are grown in the small 
yard for garnishes, and the ingredients are dried in the sun 
on a Sunday. Chef Lee Daehan prepares the meals after 
going to the market early in the morning to buy the freshest 
ingredients to create beef tartare and salmon dishes. There 
are four main menu items and three side dishes, but the 
chef is always developing new ideas. There are 13 tables, 
including those outside. The most popular dishes, in 
order, are: seaweed fulvescens creamy risotto, beef tartare 
bibimbap, and hamburger cheese steak. 

 1F, 6, Hwaseomun-ro 42beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-244-5424  Tuesday-Sunday 11:00-22:00 Closed on Mondays 

(Last order at 21:00)  Hamburger cheese steak KRW 16,500, beef 
tartare and avocado bibimbap KRW 13,000

DO IT 
EAT IT
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 CAFÉ PICK

CAFÉ PICK 3 Jung Jiyoung Coffee Roasters
Experience the vintage style and cozy atmosphere at this café 
that was built by remodeling an old house. Travelers continue to 
visit the café thanks to the delicious coffee and its consistently 
high quality. The first floor houses a counter, bakery and 
a roasting room, while the second floor has an interesting 
structure consisting of rooms in different concepts. 
The highlight of this place is the rooftop with an 
overview of Janganmun Gate and the fortress wall. 

 13, Jeongjo-ro 905beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, 
Gyeonggi-do  070-7773-2017  12:00-22:00,  
Closed on Mondays  @jungjiyoungcoffee

CAFÉ PICK 4 Paterson Coffee
This café has an impressive English lettering of “Paterson 
Coffee” on the outside wall of the four-story, white building. 
Coffee mugs, books, large speakers and CDs featuring various 
designs are displayed in a pleasing manner for the visual 
satisfaction of customers. If you are lucky, 
you can listen to a live jazz performance 
in one corner of the café. The dessert, 
called “Today’s Dessert,” changes daily. 

 33, Hwaseomun-ro, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, 
Gyeonggi-do  070-4257-0515  12:00-22:00 

 @patersoncoffee

CAFÉ PICK 2 Haenggung 81.2 
This is the perfect large café for those who enjoy admiring 
the late afternoon sunset and enjoying some time for 
relaxation. Many customers focus on taking pictures while 
forgetting their drinks, because of the excellent interior. 
Signature menu items are sweet strawberry yogurt 
smoothies and Einspänner coffee. Desserts 
are sold to accompany the drinks, sold 
including cakes, madeleines, and 
scones.

 56, Sinpung-ro, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, 
Gyeonggi-do  031-257-0812  

 Daily 10:00-22:00  @haenggung_81.2

CAFÉ PICK 1 Café 7209
This café is famous for its picnic set that provides sandwiches, 
drinks, and a mat inside a rattan basket. Enjoy a picnic at 
Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion located 10 minutes away from 
the café, to build more exciting memories. The strawberry 
sandwich and cloud toast not only taste delicious, 
but come on a beautiful plate, making them 
perfect for taking a cool Instagram picture. 
Reservations for picnics are only available 
through a direct message on Instagram.

 54, Sinpung-ro 23beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-
si, Gyeonggi-do  031-302-1111  12:00-22:00, 
Closed on Thursdays  @cafe7209

TIP

Unique Ways to Visit an Ancient Palace
Haengridan-gil Café Trip
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Hot Beaches
Don’t stop at merely taking in the ocean with your eyes. Activities that allow you to smell the environment 
will teach you about the essence of the vast ocean. The rapper Lee Youngji, an icon of the MZ generation, 
made a visit to the ocean in Gyeonggi-do Province. Here are the spots involving water in Gyeonggi-do Province 
recommended by Youngji.

Lee Youngji’s PICK! The Ocean at Gyeonggi-do 
Province Has Been Hot Lately

K-LOCATION

LIKE A LOCAL 1 

Mini Interview

Rapper Lee Youngji
“I always traveled to the ocean in the 
summer, but I was unable to go far 
this year because of COVID-19. The 
ocean in Gyeonggi-do Province is a 
place of healing for me, that I can 
visit spontaneously despite my busy 
schedule. It’s nice to just look at the 
ocean, but you can also enjoy a trendy 
trip by participating in the fishing 
village programs featuring fishing, 
kayaking and mudflat activities.”
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The mudflat experience is a strange but memorable activity that you can enjoy during your trip to 
Korea. Build memories in the outdoors that make you feel like you have reverted to your childhood. 
Pay KRW 10,000 for adults and KRW 8,000 for children to borrow gloves, bags, hoes and boots. You 
can then walk to the activity site without a time limit or restrictions in your movement. In addition 
to the mudflat experience, the village also provides opportunities for the whole family to rest, eat 
and have fun, including shell necklace making and learning about the creatures at Tandohang Port 
using the mudflat map. The staff are fluent in English, to provide kind guidance to foreigners. Above 
all, the sunsets are beautiful, so many travelers will be busy taking pictures at this time. 

 17-34, Daebuhwanggeum-ro, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do  032-885-3745 
 Daily 00:00-23:00 *Activity hours are subject to change due to the daily tide schedule
 Experience Cost Adults KRW 9,000, Children/Seniors KRW 7,000  www.tando.or.kr

Dynamic Mudflat Activities at Baengmi-ri Fishing Village

Tando Fishing Village Where the Sunsets Are Beautiful

01

02

Located in Hwaseong, Gyeonggi-do Province, Baengmi-ri Village is a beautiful fishing 
town with a brilliant ocean and a mudflat that spreads out endlessly. Many travelers 
fall in love with the quiet and peaceful charm of this village and frequently return. 
The most popular activity is mudskipper fishing. The mudflat carriage is a tractor that 
carries up to 40 people to the activity site, which is located more than 1 kilometer 
away. The village operates a wide variety of experience programs that include fishing, 
shell gathering, kayak, fish fences and net fishing, offering visitors a great opportunity 
to become familiar with the marine ecosystem, which is hard to access in the city. 
English and Chinese catalogues are distributed for foreign tourists. 

 210-35, Baengmi-gil, Seosin-myeon, Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-357-3379
 Adults (Middle school students or above): KRW 8,000, 30 months–elementary school students: 

KRW 5000, Rental Fee: Boots (KRW 2,000) / Hoe (KRW 1,000) 
 www.xn--oy2b2bw6grgz84bvicm0oduan74d.kr/expintroduce 
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Night View 
At night, you can pause your thoughts and simply admire the landscape. On a dark evening, view the 
beautiful nightscape to finish off a daytime trip and begin an entirely new journey. You will be able to enjoy 
a more romantic date while building lovely memories.

A Beautiful Dating Spot With a Gorgeous Nightscape

Mini Interview

National Geographic 
Traveler(Korea) 
@natgeotravelkor

You can’t miss out on the 
beautiful sunset when you 
are traveling in Gyeonggi-
do. The red sunset visible at 
Gungpyeong Port and the 
fantastic combination of 
purple and orange colors at 
Ansan Sunset Observatory 
will captivate photographers.

01

Gungpyeonghang Port has beautiful red sunsets that spread behind 
the fish market. This is a great place for leisurely fishing or for taking 
a walk along the beach near Gungpyeonghang Port. Watching the 
waves and the seagulls that glide above the ocean will allow you to 
experience relaxation in nature to the fullest. Spend the time before 
sunset at the fishing village, where you can try shell gathering, 
mudflat activities, clam digging, mudflat sledding, mudskipper 
fishing and various water sports activities. 

 Gungpyeong Fishing Village Information Center, 1049-24, Gungpyeonghang-ro, 
Seosin-myeon, Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-356-7339

An Impressive Sundown at Gungpyeonghang Port

K-LOCATION

LIKE A LOCAL 2 
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This market is known as having five colors because it is a 
combination of five different specialty streets: Night Market 
Street sells clothing and fashion items, while the Food Market 
sells fresh ingredients, Mill Street makes red pepper powder, 
sesame oil and rice cakes, Meat Street sells beef and pork, and 
Mom’s Street is full of healthy dishes and things to see. The 
night market is held on Fridays and Saturdays, offering visitors 
dishes from around the world. Performances and busking 
in various genres as well as different events are held on the 
outdoor stage to entertain visitors.

 22, Osan-ro 272beon-gil, Osan-si, Gyeonggi-do  
 031-376-4141 (Customer Center)  www.5colormarket.com

A fairytale landscape unfolds in the dark at Ansan Starvillage. 
Take pictures in various themes with over 200 animal 
figures. The trees and replicas are decorated with beautiful 
multi-color lighting including red, green, red and blue lights 
that add to the beauty. Photo zones are found wherever you 
look, and the lighting grows clearer in the dark and shines 
brilliantly no matter where you take a photograph. 

 1723, Suin-ro, Sangnok-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-484-5050
 Monday-Friday 16:00-23:00 Saturdays and Holidays 15:00-24:00
 Admission Fee Adults KRW 7,000, Children KRW 5,000, Handicapped 

and Seniors KRW 5,000  www.ansanstar.net

Five Color Market in Osan  
With a 100-Year Tradition

Enter the Forest of Light at  
Ansan Starvillage Photoland

Pyeongtaek International Central Market lights up with energy when the 
“Songfrancisco Market” is held at night on the weekends. Located near 
the US Army Base, Pyeongtaek is the hometown of Songtan Budaejjigae 
which is famous for its hamburgers. The home-made burger house “Miss 
Lee Hamburger,” is famous for its thick burgers and delicious ingredients, 
and is a delicious restaurant that both foreigners at the nearby US Army 
Base and customers from far away come to visit. The market is a popular 
place in southern Gyeonggi-do Province, where you can taste the diverse 
dishes of Thailand, Turkey, Mongolia, Brazil, Africa, and Europe as well as 
visiting the newly established cafés and restaurants.

 11-4, Jungangsijang-ro 25beon-gil, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do

This is an observatory where you can admire the beautiful 
sunset and Incheondaegyo Bridge from the West Sea. If you 
have found the red lighthouse and the sculpture in the shape 
of a sun wrapped in a cloud band, you have come to the right 
place. Visitors sit in the hole at the center of the sculpture 
to pose and take pictures with the sunset and ocean as the 
backdrop. Come in the afternoon before the sun sets, to enjoy 
the landscape from the observatory in a leisurely fashion. 

 San 23, Daebubuk-dong, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do

Itaewon in Pyeongtaek, Pyeongtaek 
International Central Market

Ansan Sunset Observatory  
With Beautiful Sunsets
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Your Viewfinder
Instagram has a unique style. Objects should be beautiful when seen with the naked eye, but they can stand 
out and look even more special and valuable in a photo. If you want to fill your feed with sensitive content 
that is more special than can be found in the trendy cafés or restaurants in the city that anyone can visit, 
check out the hidden Instagram gems that we are about to introduce.

Space for Instagram 

This two-story rooftop café has an open view of the Han River from the outdoor 
terrace. The outdoor garden, which is well-kept and features green grass and flowers, 
has a flexible structure that is great for strolling around. The windows inside the café 
are large, offering picturesque views of the Han RIver from anywhere inside. The 
signature menu items include Hong Kong waffles with fresh seasonal fruits and milk 
cream, as well as a strawberry bottle containing organic Sangha milk and a bunch of 
strawberries. For those of you who wish to enjoy a great meal against the backdrop 
of the setting sun, we recommend trying the grilled short rib patties made with fresh 
ribs from Australia.

 232-24, Gosan-ro, Namyangju-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-576-2505  Daily 10:00-22:00  
 Hong Kong Waffle KRW 12,000, Strawberry Bottle KRW 7,000, Grilled Short Rib Patties KRW 19,800

Café For A Day in Sampae  
Offers a Beautiful View of the Han RIver

K-LOCATION

LIKE A LOCAL 3 
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Mini Interview

Instagrammer  
Kim Nam-hee  
@namhee_in_stars

As a photographer, the 
“Dreamy Camera” is a place 
that makes me excited. I use 
the dream photo I received 
after participating in the 
Dream Listing Event as a 
bookmark. Whenever I look 
at it, I feel like I’m receiving 
warmth and support.
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Dumulmeori is particularly beautiful when there is wet fog, 
and it has a gentle trail that is great for those who would 
like to take a short walk. The ferry dock that was used by 30 
ships to cross the flowing river, now remains only in form. 
The frame structure, where the protagonists of the television 
drama “She Was Pretty” famously kissed, is a popular photo 
zone that many people visit. Dumulmeori Lotus Hotdog is a 
famous restaurant in Yangpyeong that you should be sure 
to visit, as lotus leaf is contained in the batter and you may 
choose between mild and spicy flavors. 

 Yangsu-ri, Yangseo-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-770-1001 

The owner of Dreamy Camera Café believes that dreams 
can come true by looking at photos daily and reminding 
oneself of your dreams. The owner offers his own experience 
of achieving his dream to guests in the following way: write 
your bucket list on the paper available by the café to receive 
a free polaroid “dream photo”. Old cameras and miniature 
cameras are also on display inside the shop.

 35, Hansol-gil, Yongmun-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-771-3264  Tuesday-Saturday 11:00-18:00, Closed on Sundays, 

Mondays and holidays  Cappuccino and Café Latte KRW 4,500, 
Blended Tea KRW 5,000  dreamycamera.synology.me

Two Streams of the Han River Converge at  
Yangpyeong Dumulmeori

Camera Café  
Where Dreams Come True

Restaurants from around the world are set up around an empty 
lot named the Korea-US Culture Square. The neatly-formed food 
stalls on one side of the street offer take-out and indoor meals, 
and sell a wide selection of foods including gimbap, tteokbokki, 
steak, pasta, meat fritters, hotdogs and kebabs. Signs and menus 
that embody the characteristics of different countries and the 
bustling street full of foreigners make it feel like you are visiting a 
foreign country inside Korea. The colorful graffiti that decorates 
the lower walls of the buildings creates a popular photo zone 
that appears in the Instagram feeds of many hipsters.

 571-31, Saengyeon-dong, Dongducheon-si, Gyeonggi-do

Reborn through the “Anyang Public Art Project” that started 
in 2005, the park is full of elements that will stimulate the 
imagination. The installation includes works by 52 famous 
artists from Korea and overseas, which are set up in various 
corner of the park. The art blends in with the surrounding 
environment as they are installed in natural areas, 
transforming the space into a special artist’s studio. Ascend 
the spiral structure of the APAP Observatory to take artistic 
photos that highlight the peak of the mountain and the Art 
Park Road. 

 San 21, Seoksu-dong, Manan-gu, Anyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

Dongducheon Special Tourism Zone for 
Foreigners, the Mecca of Hipsters 

Awaken Your Artistic Sensibility at  
Anyang Art Park
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Winery Tour
High-quality water and healthy land are the starting points for a delicious drink. The alcoholic beverages of 
Gyeonggi-do yield the best flavors by combining local ingredients in the optimal ratios. We hereby introduce 
some locations that offer makgeolli, beer or wine.

Drinking Tour at Gyeonggi-do Province

With a focus on conserving and introducing the traditional drinks of Korea, 
Sansawon is a paradise for people who enjoy a good drink. A display space has 
been set up to promote the understanding of “Gayangju,” a traditional drink of 
Korea, where the related products are sold. Guests are welcome to taste over 
30 types of products made by the Baesangmyun Brewery including fruit wines, 
herbal liquors and spirits. Guests can try the drinks of their choice using the 
tasting cup that they receive when they enter, and can purchase the products 
they like. If there are too many drinks to choose from, visitors can also refer to the 
list of monthly bestsellers. 

 25, Hwadong-ro 432beon-gil, Hwahyeon-myeon, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-532-9300  08:30-17:10, Closed on National Holidays and Long Weekends
 Adults KRW 4,000, Group (40 people or more) KRW 3,500  www.soolsool.co.kr

Sansawon, a Drink Museum  
Featuring the Traditional Drinks of Korea

K-LOCATION

LIKE A LOCAL 4 
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Mini Interview

Instagrammer  
Kim Hyun-jung 
@insta_train95

The heavy wooden door to 
the wine maturing tunnel at 
Sanmeoru Farm felt like a 
secret passage to the Medieval 
Age. It was full of the aroma 
of oak barrels, which created 
a mysterious atmosphere. 
The highlight of the tour was 
tasting the Korean wild grapes.
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Meaning “big hill” in Korean, Daebudo Island is translated as Grand 
Coteau in French. Over 40 farms joined a guild to start producing 
wine in 2000. Visit the display hall to taste the wine, tour the winery 
or enjoy the wine spa. On Daebudo Island, the wine is made from 
Campbell grapes that are commonly eaten as a snack and Cheongsu 
grapes. The Cheongsu has proven itself as tasty and a great option for 
making wine and this year, the 20-year-old vintage Cheongsu Wine is 
scheduled to be released. 

 107, Ppeokkuksan-gil, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do
 032-886-9873  Mon-Sat 09:00-18:00 Closed on Sundays
 Special Wine Lecture KRW 20,000, Tour & Tasting KRW 10,000
 www.grandcoteau.co.kr

BHD Brewery is a leading producer of makgeolli, and has been 
making traditional drinks for three generations. Its representative 
products include Ugok Draft and Tiger Draft. Ugok Draft, which 
won a makgeolli contest, is all the more special because it is a hard 
liquor made in the traditional way without adding a single drop 
of water. The “Buja Series” is a premium makgeolli brewed with 
the rice from Gyeonggi-do Province. Visit the brewery that creates 
fresh and traditional drinks, to purchase the drink of your choice.

 835, Seobong-ro, Jeongnam-myeon, Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-354-9376  Weekday 09:00-18:00 Visits are available
 Purple Makgeolli KRW 3,500, Corn Makgeolli KRW 1,500,  

Tiger Draft KRW 2,300  www.baedoga.co.kr

Winery Inside the Farm, 
Grand Coteau in Daebudo Island

The Pride of Korean Drinks, BHD Brewery

At this microbrew factory, you can enjoy a glass of beer as you 
look out at the green mountains. You can also see a gigantic 
brewing machine outside the window that allows you to observe 
the process of making beer. Microbrewing comes in many forms, 
which means their selection is large. When you choose a beer, 
the ordered item is poured directly from the machine. Make a 
reservation in advance to tour the brewery, where you can observe 
the brewing facilities, taste the beer and try food pairings.

 429, Cheonggun-ro, Sang-myeon, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-585-5977  Weekdays 11:00-22:00 (Last Order 21:00)
 Kraemerlee Weizenbock KRW 8,000, Kraemerlee Pilsner  

KRW 7,000  www.instagram.com/kraemerlee

This farm, which started growing wild Korean grapes in 1979, 
produces fragrant and sweet grapes to make wild grape juice 
and wine. The farm is famous for its popular winery tours where 
visitors can taste the traditional wild grape wine. Visitors are also 
welcome to check out the wine ripening room, wine cave, gallery 
and the wild grape tunnel on a self-guided tour, to take a peek at 
the production process. There are also hands-on experiences such 
as making chocolate, wild grape jam or soap that allow the whole 
family to enjoy the delicious wild grapes. 

 441-25, Witbaeuni-gil, Jeokseong-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-958-9558  09:00-17:00  Winery Tour KRW 3,500, Wild Grape and 

Wine Making+Winery Tour+Wine Tasting KRW 22,000  www.sanmeoru.com

Taste the Beer Flavors at  
Kraemerlee Brewery

Wine Made of Wild Korean Grapes at 
Sanmeoru Farm in Paju
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Be Pretty!
If you are a traveler interested in K-Beauty, don’t miss out on this useful information. We will cover topics of 
veganism, environment-friendliness, Eastern therapy and inner beauty. We will also recommend beauty spots 
that you can visit while traveling in Gyeonggi-do Province and hope to assist you in your journey for more beauty.

A Peek at Beauty Items

01 02

The signature technique at this spa uses the traditional bangjja 
bronzeware of Korea. The curvy parts of the bronzeware are 
warmed to match the customer’s body temperature, then tense 
and stiff muscles in areas that are reach with the hands, such 
as the neckline or the erector muscles, are massaged in detail. 
The delicate touch, soft hands and the unique vibe of The Belle 
Spa will make you feel like you are receiving a special treat. The 
spa is operated via reservations and can be included in a room 
package. 

 902, Deogyeong-daero, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do(The Belle Spa, 2F, 
Novotel Ambassador Suwon)  031-547-6708(Novotel Suwon Branch)

 Daily 10:30-20:00 Closed on the 3rd Monday  Body Massage Korean 
Technique, 90 min, KRW 195,000, Aroma Stone Therapy, 90 min, KRW 195,000  

 www.bellespa.co.kr

The Miranda Hotel is a spa with an indoor hot spring containing 
sodium that operates all year round and has a swimming pool, 
Korean dry sauna and a traditional sauna. Care for your skin 
in the open air pool containing natural ingredients such as 
chrysanthemum, iris and wine. The hardwood vinegar pool is a 
herbal hot spring that contains diluted hardwood vinegar, which 
makes the skin soft and effectively prevents hair loss. 

 45, Jungnicheon-ro 115beon-gil, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-639-
5000  General Hours 06:00-18:00(check the website to see the hours for 
individual spaces)  Water Zone (Large Bath + Water Park) Adults KRW 
44,000, Children KRW 38,000 / Spa Zone (Large Bath) Adults KRW 12,000, 
Children KRW 8,000  www.mirandahotel.com/renewal/index.asp

The Belle Spa, a Luxury Oriental Spa Enjoy True Inner Beauty at  
the Miranda Hotel Spa Plus

K-LOCATION

LIKE A LOCAL 5 
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Hot Beauty 
Item 5

We will 
introduce you 
to the best 
beauty items 
at Chicor.

Chicor Collection 
[Final Step Shadow 
Palette #Hot Date]

A 24-color palette to 
broaden the spectrum 
of your makeup. Choose 
from daily colors for 
casual use, to vivid 
colors that are great for 
accentuation on a special 
day. 21 g, KRW 49,000

Urban Decay [All Night 
Makeup Setting Spray]

This is a famous item 
among people who 
are knowledgeable 
about many makeup 
fixers. Spray lightly after 
applying makeup to 
absorb the product into 
the skin and protect 
your carefully applied 
makeup. 118 ml,  
KRW 40,000

Lagom [Cellup Micro 
Foam Cleanser]

The dual moisture 
blocking system with low 
irritation enhances the 
skin’s barrier to maintain 
moisture in the skin after 
cleansing. Provides deep 
cleansing with a dense 
foam. 150 ml, KRW 18,000

Onoma [Wonder 
Tomorrow Essence]

This is a high 
concentration oil formula 
essence that should be 
applied gently over the 
skin. It supplies moisture 
and nutrition, to recharge 
the moisturizing power 
of the skin’s barrier and 
maintain resilience.  
35 ml, KRW 52,000

Klairs [Freshly Juiced 
Vitamin Drop]

This is a low irritation 
vitamin serum with 
a stabilized the pure 
vitamin C ingredient for 
use on sensitive skin. The 
transparent formula is 
absorbed into the skin 
and provides a neat 
finish. 35 ml, KRW 21,900

This is a space where you can experience eco-friendly beauty, 
for the protection of the environment. Refill shampoo and body 
washes are available in environment-friendly dispensers with 
30% reduced plastic, made using discarded coconut peel and 
minerals. The shop is designed with various experience spaces. 
Popular services include the Shade Picker Service that enables 
you to find the perfect foundation color, and the Gwanggyo 
Market within the shop where you can sample all kinds of 
cosmetics from Amore Pacific. 

 80, Gwanggyohosugongwon-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si,  
Gyeonggi-do(Rooms 134-137)  031-212-5659  Daily 10:00-22:00, 
Closed on every fourth Monday

If you love cosmetics, you will want to visit a place where 
different cosmetics can be compared. Chicor has both 
road-shop brands and department store products for easy 
comparisons and analyses. Even the trendiest new brands 
that frequently appear on-line are available to satisfy the 
customers’ curiosity. It is full of makeup products that 
you can test and apply on your own, to find the perfect 
cosmetics for yourself.

 1955, Goyang-daero, Deogyang-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do(Chicor, 
2F, Starfield Goyang)  031-5173-1555  Daily 10:00-22:00  

 www.chicor.com

For Those Whoe Love the Environment: 
Amore Gwanggyo Refill Station

Goyang Starfield Chicor, a Select Beauty 
Shop Featuring Different Brands (Makeup)
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BTS 
Numerous ARMYs around the world are visiting Korea for the BTS tour. This tour involves visiting the places where BTS 
shot their album covers, as well as the filming sites for their music videos. We will hereby introduce four leading spots 
from the BTS tour in Gyeonggi-do Province, to excite and enhance the solidarity of the fans. Seeing the destinations 
that created perfect cool scenes in the music videos in person will make the experience twice as moving. 

BTS Pilgrimage 

01 02

Ilyeong Station is an abandoned station where the train 
operations have stopped. The first scene from BTS’ “Spring 
Day” music video was filmed here. The railway lines 
stretching into the distance, old and rugged station, and the 
quiet atmosphere without anyone around is quite appealing. 
Listen to “Spring Day” by BTS and walk along the railway 
tracks, or remember a scene from the music video. While 
listening to your playlist, sit in an empty chair to plan the rest 
of your trip.

 327, Samsang-ri, Jangheung-myeon, Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-855-5582

This place was named Ueumdo Island, either because it is shaped 
like a cow or because people could hear cows crying from mainland. 
Check out the surroundings to discover the beautiful landscape 
created by the wide reed field and the lonesome tree, which suited 
the hazy mood of the music video for “Spring Day.” This is also a 
great place for children to visit, because it is a geography landmark 
with the opportunity to explore the ecosystem and is a famous site 
for dinosaur egg fossils. It has been designated as Natural Monument 
No. 414, so why not visit to experience the vastness of nature. The 
island is difficult to reach without a car, but you will be so satisfied 
with the view that you will definitely take pictures once you arrive. 

 Gojeong-ri, Songsan-myeon, Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do
 Ueumdo Ecoteering 031-355-8610

Enjoy Analog Sentiments at  
Ilyeong Station

Ueumdo Island  
With an Impressive and Vast Flatland

K-LOCATION

LIKE A LOCAL 6 
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Impressive scenes from the music video of “Daechwita” by Suga of BTS 
were filmed at Dae Jang Geum Park, such as when Suga makes an entrance 
wearing the king’s dragon robe in Injeongjeon Hall or when Suga is roaming 
about downtown. A historic drama set, the park is also popular as a filming 
site for television dramas, films and commercial films. You can check out the 
sets that have appeared in television dramas including Donggung Palace 
and Junggungjeon Hall, where the king and queen lived. There’s also 
Gyujanggak Library where the scholars learned, noblemen’s houses and 
the police bureau. Change into hanbok through the royal attire experience 
program, and take pictures to leave with great memories of the trip.

 330, Yongcheon-ro, Baegam-myeon, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-337-3241  (November-February) Daily 09:00-17:00, (March-October) Daily 09:00-

18:00  Adults KRW 9,500 / Middle school and high school students KRW 8,000, 48 months-
elementary school students KRW 7,000, 48 months or younger Free  djgpark.imbc.com

If you are a member of the ARMY who loves BTS, the charming 
Seohuri Forest with its dense trees is the perfect place to rest and 
enjoy the footsteps of BTS. Full of birches and pine trees, this is 
where band members took pictures with the theme of resting 
comfortably. Listen to the leaves move while the trees stand tall, and 
walk around to absorb the phytoncide into your body. The trail takes 
one hour to complete. If you are looking for an easier course, there is 
also a shorter one that takes less than 30 minutes.

 200, Geobukbawi 1-gil, Seojong-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-774-2387  Daily 09:00-18:00 (admission closes at 5:00 pm) (closed 

on Wednesdays, normal operations on Wednesday on holidays)
 Admission Fee General KRW 7,000, Student/Handicapped/Senior/

Meritorious Person/Group KRW 6,000, Child KRW 5,000  www.seohuri.com

Dae Jang Geum Park,  
the Hometown of Korean Historic Dramas

Peaceful Trail at  
Seohuri Forest in Yangpyeong

Mini Interview

Instagrammer Hong Da-young @youtube_twinmix 

As members of the ARMY, my little sister and I visited Dae Jang Geum Park where Suga shot his 
music video. We took photos as souvenirs and danced to scenes from the music video. The royal 
throne at Injeongjeon Hall flanked by the folding screen known as the Irworoakdo reminded us of 
Suga doing a sword dance while wearing the royal robe, and it also exhibited a magnificence and 
elegance that moved us deeply!
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K-Location
If you wanted to enjoy traveling from a new perspective, we recommend visiting the places that served as the 
backgrounds in television dramas or music videos. Travel to the locations that appeared in impressive scenes, to 
dwell on the sentiments and narratives contained in those places.

10 Locations in Television Dramas & Music Videos

Goguryeo Blacksmith Village is located under Achasan Mountain that connects 
Seoul to Guri-si. The place is surrounded by a mountain, which makes it feel like you 
are entering a forest even though Seoul is nearby. The Goguryeo Blacksmith Village, 
which was re-created based on the structure of the houses drawn on murals from 
the Goguryeo Period, is a historic theme park that sheds light on the iron culture of 
Goguryeo. Featured in the television dramas “The Legend” and “Hong Gil-dong,” 
the village operates outdoor exhibition halls including a forge, meeting place, Yeon 
Hogae’s House and Damdeok’s House, as well as a historic artifact exhibition hall 
and a learning center for visitors to experience the traditional culture.

 41, Uminae-gil, Guri-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-550-2363  Weekdays 09:00-18:00, Weekends and 
Holidays 09:00-19:00  Free admission  www.guri.go.kr/main/gbv

Admire the Spirit of the Goguryeo People at
Goguryeo Blacksmith Village

K-LOCATION
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This is the place where you can experience the only tidal basin 
channel in Gyeonggi-do Province and the traces of an old salt 
pond. Inhabited by salt plants, fish and amphibians, the park 
was designated as a national wetland protection area in 2012. 
When the wind blows, the entire reed forest moves in waves, 
presenting an amazing view. The Heundeul Observatory that 
Park Bogum and Song Hyegyo ascended while holding hands in 
the television drama “Encounter” is a place you must visit.

 287, Dongseo-ro, Siheung-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-488-6900  
 10:30-17:00 (as each experience has different hours, please check the park’s 

website)  Salt Pond KRW 4,000, Seawater Experience Center KRW 4,000, 
Electric Car KRW 2,000, Group Bicycle 30 minutes, KRW 10,000  

 www.siheung.go.kr

At Byukchoji Gardens, there is a Western garden that will make 
you feel like a god in mythology, and an elegant Eastern garden 
that appeared in the film “The Handmaiden” which is famous for 
its beautiful production, as well as the television drama “Hotel Del 
Luna.” Here, you can check out 27 Eastern and Western gardens 
based on six themes. The neatly-managed gardens have beautiful 
spaces to provide healing while walking around. After looking 
at the sights, you can purchase fragrant flowers at the flower 
exhibition hall and the flower hill. 

 242, Buheung-ro, Gwangtan-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do 
 031-957-2004  Daily 09:00-19:00 (April-September) (ticketing closes at  

6 pm)  Adults KRW 9,000, Teenagers KRW 7,000, Children KRW 6,000, 
Seniors/Handicapped/Meritorious Persons KRW 6,000  www.bcj.co.kr

Gaetgol Eco Park With a Famous Reed Forest Byukchoji Gardens That Combine the 
Beauty of the East and West

This cave is famous as the filming site of the television drama “My 
Roommate is a Gumiho” and the variety show “Running Man.” Step 
into Worm Hole Square to see the passages that connect to each 
theme. At the Space of Light, with attractive artwork that shines in 
the dark, you can observe a space decorated with fantastic lighting. 
There is also the Cave Arboretum where green plants grow inside 
the cave, and Cave Aqua World with an underground lake inside 
the cave with plenty of subsurface water where you can see a wide 
variety of fish. At the Cave Art Center, performances are carried out 
in various genres for up to 350 audience members.

 142, Gahak-ro 85beon-gil, Gwangmyeong-si, Gyeonggi-do  070-4277-8902
 Daily 9:00-18:00 (admission closes at 5 pm, closed on Mondays)
 Admission Fee Adults KRW 6,000, Soldiers KRW 4,000, Children KRW 3,500
 www.gm.go.kr/cv

Gwangmyeong Cave,  
a World Inside the Mysterious Cave

Famous for its beautiful landscape, this place has appeared 
in works like “Kingdom” and “A Werewolf Boy.” Walk down 
the staircases to see the breathtakingly beautiful emerald 
valley. The mysterious Bidulginangpokpo Falls were created 
when a weak part of the rock was cut by the flow of the 
stream. Currently, erosion is continuing to expand the cave. 
The magnificent landscape of the columnar joint that wraps 
around the waterfall completes the profound and mysterious 
mood.

 415-2, Daehoesan-ri, Yeongbuk-myeon, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do

Natural Monument No. 537, 
Bidulginangpokpo Falls in Pocheon
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If you love books, we recommend visiting the Forest of Wisdom, a shared study area and 
a complex cultural space in Paju. Paju is famous as a publishing complex. In particular, the 
Forest of Wisdom contains books that were donated by scholars, intellectuals, research 
institutes and publishing companies that are classified into genres and displayed for all 
to read. Library Stay Jijihyang, in particular, is famous as the filming site of the television 
drama “Romance is a Bonus Book” that tells the story of a publishing company. The group 
tour service that introduces the space must be requested at least seven days before the date 
of your visit, and the tour is carried out once a group is formed consisting of 10 or more 
people.

 145, Hoedong-gil, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do (Asia Publication Culture & Information Center)  031-955-0082  
 Daily 10:00-18:00  Free admission  forestofwisdom.or.kr

A Shared Study in an Artistic Design, Forest of Wisdom in Paju

01

Mini Interview

Instagrammer Hyun Hye-won @oneday.hyun 

Surfers say that no two waves are the same. However, at the “Wave Park,” the transparent waves 
arrive in consistent sizes. When you are ready, all you need to do is glide on top of the beautiful waves. 
At sunset, the red light from the western sky glistens over the water, making you feel like you are 
gliding on the waves in a dream. Urban surfers are likely to find their happiness here.
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Cafore Gallery, with its impressive architecture, was the 
filming site of the television drama “Hyena.” The gallery café 
is where you will find various artworks including paintings, 
photographs and sculptures. Since the café is centered on 
the idea of leisurely viewing, you will receive a free drink 
with your purchase of a gallery ticket. From the fourth floor 
rooftop where the wide sky spreads out like a painting, you 
can gaze down at the Namhan River. Watch the gorgeous 
sunset to wrap up your trip.

 458, Gangnam-ro, Gangha-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-775-5342  Daily 10:00-20:00  Gallery Admission Adults KRW 

8,000, Children KRW 5,000, Beverage included  cafore.co.kr

The famous kissing scene between Kim Soohyun and Jun 
Jihyun from the television drama “My Love from the Star” was 
filmed here. In a cozy space that resembles a small village in 
France, various performances are held including the Guignol 
puppet show and orgel demonstrations. Must-visit areas include 
the “Le Petit Prince” experience with virtual reality, and the 
Amore Blue Photo Zone which has replicated the “Wall of Love” 
at Montmartre in France. Recently, the Italy Village also opened.

 1063, Hoban-ro, Cheongpyeong-myeon, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-584-8200  Daily 09:00 - 18:00 Open Year Round
 Admission Adults KRW 10,000, Teenagers KRW 8,000, Children KRW 6,000
 www.pfcamp.com

Impressive Rooftop at Cafore GalleryPetite France, Little France in Korea

This is a unique space that appeared in the music video of 
Red Velvet’s song “Naughty.” Filled with seawater, visitors 
can enjoy an environment-friendly form of play in the water. 
The combination of the scorching sun and the tropical trees 
provide an exotic landscape. Depending on the water level, 
the pools are divided into an adult pool and kiddie pool, to 
allow safe water activities for people who visit with children. 
The pavilion can be reserved in advance, to relax and enjoy 
the great view from under the shade. 

 2590, Jeongwang-dong, Siheung-si, Gyeonggi-do 
 Closed on Mondays and Fridays

This park gained fame as the filming site of “Record of Youth” 
featuring Park Bogum and Park Sodam. Wave Park, the 
largest artificial surfing park in the world, is where you can 
enjoy marine sports that were once thought possible only 
in the ocean. The park is great for surfers who do not enjoy 
surfing in the colder seasons, thanks to the average water 
temperature that is maintained using the surf cove heating 
system. Beginner surfers can also attend the surfing academy 
to learn how to surf.

 42, Geobukseomdulle-gil, Siheung-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-431-9600
 Weekday 10:00-18:00  Park Admission KRW 40,000, Beginner Lesson  

KRW 100,000, Child Lesson KRW 100,000  www.wavepark.co.kr

Seawater Experience Hall at Baegot Hanwool 
Park, a Pool With an Exotic Landscape

Surf All Year Round at the Wave Park
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ⓒWave Park © Baegot Hanwool Park
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Fly High
K-LOCATION
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This activity is recommended to travelers who wish to escape from their daily life and try something new. 
If you overcome your limitations and succeed in this challenge, you will feel proud that you have grown one step 
compared to what you were before.

Test Your Nerve on a Dizzying Skyline

Yumyeongsan Mountain is the tallest paragliding site in Korea. Depart from the 
highest altitude at this location and land, after viewing the beautiful landscape 
of the Bukhan River. The landscape is particularly memorable in the fall, with its 
beautiful foliage, and in the winter when it is covered in snow. Leading paragliding 
groups have been operating paragliding activities here for over 30 years. Paralove is 
a company that has best team of instructors who hold the top record for appearing 
on public television, including in television dramas and variety shows. A reservation 
is required, and the schedule may be canceled depending on the weather so check 
for updates on the date of your visit.

 49, Dongmak-gil, Okcheon-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do (Paragliding landing site)
 010-4255-1102  Daily 07:00-19:00 (subject to change, depending on the weather)
 Trial Flight Basic KRW 110,000, Couple Date Flight (1 Person) KRW 150,000

Capture Nature from the Sky by Paragliding at  
Paralove in Yangpyeong 
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If you want to drive on the road while enjoying the landscape of Korea, 
try something less obvious. This four-wheel bike allows you to take in 
the wind and enjoy the landscape with an open view. Gapyeong Station 
Leisure, in particular, specializes in providing four-wheel bikes that 
can be driven through various courses involving mountains, fields and 
water. The speed you experience with your whole body during the ride 
enhances the thrill and satisfaction. Courses are divided into the following 
levels: beginner, intermediate beginner, intermediate, advanced, and 
very advanced. The shortest course takes 40 minutes and the longest 
course takes 120 minutes, depending on the level of difficulty.

 627-1, Daljeon-ri, Gapyeong-eup, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 010-9616-0081  09:00-18:00, Open Year Round  Normal Price Basic 

(Beginner) 40 min, KRW 25,000, Follow Me (Intermediate) KRW 40,000, Extreme 
(Very Advanced) 80 min, KRW 50,000

Take the Uiwang Sky-Rail to quickly descend from the height 
of a 15-story building without an elevator. You will travel 
350 m and arrive in no time at a speed of 80 km/hr, while 
experiencing an impressive view of Wangsong Lake. If you 
do not want to do this alone, you can depart with your 
group since there are three lines available. If you are brave 
enough, open your eyes and enjoy the view. Restrictions on 
age, weight and height apply to children and the minimum 
weight changes depending on the direction of the wind. Call 
to confirm before visiting.

 307, Wangsongmotdong-ro, Uiwang-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-8086-7372
 (Mar-Oct) Daily 09:00-18:00, (Nov-Feb) Daily 10:00-17:00, Closed on the 

1st Monday  Fee KRW 15,000  uiwangpark.uuc.or.kr

Dynamic Experience With the  
Gapyeong Four-Wheel Bike 

Clinging to the Sky, Uiwang Sky-Rail

Mini Interview

Instagrammer Jung Hyun-yoon @rubieonni

I hesitated a lot before taking on the challenge of boarding the “Sky-Rail” because I am afraid 
of heights. However, after putting on the safety gear, I felt a lot more secure. At first, I closed my 
eyes tightly, but then I mustered up the courage to open them. A fantastic view spread out below 
me. While admiring Wangsong Lake and Resolre Park, I arrived at my destination in no time! I am 
definitely going to ride the “Sky-Rail” again.
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Tasty Road
Food is the easiest and fastest way to learn about culture. There is no 
need to approach food in the hard way as if studying. Try with an open 
heart and you will find yourself nodding in no time.

Foodie tour

Mini Interview

Instagrammer Park Ji-woo 
@eenomsiki

When selecting a restaurant on 
“Suwon Fried Chicken Street,” it’s 
a good idea to take the character 
of each shop into account. One 
restaurant may have excellent grilled 
spareribs sauce, while another 
will provide you with outstanding 
gizzards and another will even offer 
fried chicken feet! Of course, the large 
fried chicken made from decades of 
know-how is the main dish.

Ansan is a city where people of various nationalities live. In particular, in 
the Ansan Special Multi-cultural Village Zone, two out of three residents are 
foreigners. The reason why this market is popular is because of the food. 
On weekends, the market has food from all over the world including China, 
Russia, India and Vietnam. Korean people enjoy visiting the street because it 
makes them feel like they have traveled to another country. There are Chinese 
pancakes, tropical fruits and even supermarkets selling ingredients from 
oversea. Create a food bucket list before visiting, and decide which dishes you 
would like to try.

 870, Wongok-dong, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do

Global Food in One Spot,  
Ansan Multicultural Food Street

K-LOCATION
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This fried chicken street has made a name for itself in Suwon. In the 
1970s, around a dozen shops that made fried chicken by pouring 
oil into a large iron pot appeared on the street and gained fame. 
The three most famous fried chicken restaurants are Yongseong 
Chicken, Jinmi Chicken and Nammun Chicken, each of which fry 
chicken in their own special way. Now, there are many franchised 
chicken brands, but people still love this street because they enjoy 
the nostalgic scenery in which the chicken is fried with care and 
affection. Some also prefer the unique flavor of this old-fashioned 
fried chicken. Although the street was well-loved before, it became 
even more popular after being featured in the film “Extreme Job.”

 Near the 16, Jeongjo-ro 800beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
 Around KRW 16,000 per fried chicken

Visitors make sure to visit the market, because it is a place 
where you can taste the specialty foods and snacks of the 
country. Yangpyeongsijang-gil is a traditional Korean market 
where you can experience the hospitality of the Korean 
people. There are plenty of delicious dishes, such as freshly 
grilled sweet rice, sesame seed Korean pancakes and delicious 
buckwheat pancakes that will captivate your senses of smell 
and sight. Another great thing is that you can purchase items 
that you do not normally see in your daily life. 

 11-1, Yangpyeongsijang-gil, Yangpyeong-eup, Yangpyeong-gun, 
Gyeonggi-do

Nothing So Delicious,  
Suwon Fried Chicken Street

A Simple Market With an Authentic Feel, 
Yangpyeongsijang

This is the street where the kalguksu restaurants that use 
domestic wheat can be found. In particular, you can taste 
kalguksu with deep flavors that uses seafood at Woorimil 
Kalguksu Restaurant. The seafood is fresh because the shop 
is located by the ocean, while the food is easy on the stomach 
because the dishes use pesticide-free domestic wheat. The flavors 
are not too strong and the light broth is charming. Once the broth 
boils, add the noodles until they are cooked. Another great way 
to enjoy the noodles is to order a seafood pancake that is crisp on 
the outside and packed with seafood inside as a side dish. 

 1361, Daebuhwanggeum-ro, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do (Woorimil 
Kalguksu)  032-884-9083  Daily 09:00-21:00, Open All Year

 Woorimil Clam Kalguksu KRW 9,000, Woorimil Seafood Kalguksu KRW 18,000

After hiking, we automatically think of food. Those who 
hike up Unaksan Mountain should make sure to stop by this 
village. When you enter the village, you are welcomed by 
many tofu restaurants. Enter the shops to choose from tofu 
dishes such as tofu hot pot, tofu stir-fry, silk tofu meal, and 
tofu kimchi. Tofu is loved by all for its soft texture and savory 
flavor, as well as being a hearty meal that will fill up your 
stomach after a hike.

 14, Hyeondeungsa-gil, Jojong-myeon, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 070-7719-7763  Tofu Hot Pot KRW 20,000-39,999

Ansan Domestic Wheat Kalguksu Street Where 
the Delicious Kalguksu Restaurants Are Gathered

Soft and Easy-to-Digest Vegan Food at 
Unaksan Tofu Village in Gapyeong
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Happy Bread
The “Bread Tour” involves traveling to wherever there is delicious bread.  
Let’s dive into the world of the bakeries that have succeeded in mesmerizing both Koreans and foreigners.

Bread Tour

This café sells scones that come in specialty flavors such as garlic cream 
cheese, caramel fig, cream berry, double matcha ang butter, and apple 
crumble. Scones with luxurious and deep flavors are made using French 
butter, bay salt and unrefined sugar. The signature item is cakone, which is 
a crushed scone topped with cream and other goodies. They come in the 
form of a chocolate banana cakone, mugwort rice cake cakone and fresh 
strawberry cakone, while the menu is subject to change at all times. As for 
drinks, decaffeinated Dutch coffee, fresh strawberry milk and milk tea are 
sold in bottles. The milk tea is made with French Mariage Frères tea leaves.

 10-3, Pyeonghwa-ro 483beon-gil, Uijeongbu-si, Gyeonggi-do  010-4017-2322
 Wed-Fri 12:00-22:00, Sat-Sun 12:00-20:00 (closed on Mondays and Tuesdays)
 Rich milk tea KRW 7,800, Financier KRW 2,500

Scone Landmark in Uijeongbu, Eunbee’s BreadMini Interview

Instagrammer  
Park Sun-ah 
@sunah_c

The combination 
of European home-
baked bread and 
savory coffee enjoyed 
in the green forest 
while listening to 
the birds sing was 
absolutely perfect. 
Thanks to “The Fore,” 
I returned home feeling 
completely healed.

K-LOCATION
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This is a bakery that stands out owing to the well-kept garden 
and hanok. Every corner is a photo spot, where the traditional 
hanok coexists with a modern interior. There are so many 
beautiful breads that are almost too gorgeous to eat, including 
the croissant topped with fresh fruit and cream, scones, and 
sandwiches that could serve as a meal. If you like mango, try 
the real mango smoothie. A whole piece of mango is placed on 
top to please the eyes and satisfy the palette.

 338-1, Munho-ri, Seojong-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-772-8333  Weekdays 10:30-21:00, Weekends 9:00-21:00, Holidays 9:00-

22:00 (hours are subject to change on national holidays)
 House Coffee KRW 7,000, Real Mango Smoothie KRW 9,900

This is a popular bakery that was introduced on the television 
program “Delicious Guys.” As a leading bakery in Provence 
Town, Paju, Ryoo Jaeeun Bakery has been loved by many 
customers since it opened in 1997. The shop is most famous 
for its garlic bread, which is crisply baked using plenty of 
garlic. The sweet, soft and sticky flavors are excellent. Other 
popular products include the castella made with Hansuwi 
rice produced in Paju, bread made with Jangdan bean, a 
specialty product of Paju, and the sweet bean bread made at 
the bakery. 

 265, Yopung-gil, Tanhyeon-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-939-8493
 Daily 9:00-22:00  Garlic Bread KRW 8,500, Panettone KRW 13,500,  

Sweet Bean Bread KRW 2,500  www.instagram.com/ryoojaeeunbakery

House Bakery,  
a Quiet and Peaceful Hanok Cafe

Ryoo Jaeeun Bakery Where the Sweet 
Garlic Bread is Delicious

This bakery café is located in Namhansanseong Fortress. Bread 
is sold on the first floor, while there is a space on the second 
floor for guests to leisurely enjoy a coffee. The essence of We 
Bake is demonstrated by the outdoor tables. Looking down onto 
the cool valley, the tables are placed under dense trees with 
parasols to block the sun. Listening to the water is better than 
any background music. You may also enjoy playing in the water 
outdoors and you can bring your pet as well.

 We Bake, 59-3, Namhansanseong-ro, Namhansanseong-myeon, Gwangju-si, 
Gyeonggi-do  031-798-0959  Open Year Round 10:30-21:00

 Petit Cake KRW 6,500, Biscuit Choux KRW 3,000, Cream Cube Loaf KRW 4,000, 
Americano KRW 5,500  www.instagram.com/webake_namhansanseong

The tourist farm “The Fore” opened on June 14, 2020, as a 
bakery farm and café with the concept of a small village inside 
the forest operated by young farmers. The café is a large 
cultural space 26,446 m2 in size, built to resemble a wood cabin 
that feels like a cozy residence inside the forest. Choose your 
preferred seat in the wooden house, where you can enjoy the 
bakery and coffee, as well as the greenhouse garden and the 
outdoor terrace. Popular items include the prune juice in the 
summer and persimmon ice in the fall. In the bakery, the most 
popular items include mixed grain sweet pancakes, chocolate 
croissants and scones. 

 49-13, Dureongbawi-gil, Hyangnam-eup, Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-352-9291  Daily 10:00-21:00, Open Year Round
 Americano KRW 5,500, Café Latte KRW 6,000, Grapefruit Juice KRW 7,800
 www.instagram.com/thefore_4

We Bake, a Bakery by the Valley Hwaseong The Fore Inspired by a European Farm
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Kimchi: the Korean Soul Food
In TV dramas featuring large families, we often see people making kimchi in a group. They apply 

seasoning to the salted cabbage in a large basin, while holding friendly conversations. Maybe it is the 
process of making it that makes kimchi so special. We sometimes take it for granted, but kimchi is still 

one of Korea’s most famous forms of soul food. Imagine a piece of kimchi over freshly cooked rice,  
as we learn some interesting facts about kimchi.

HOT & 
SPICY

K-FOOD 

COLUMN
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Memories of Making Kimchi
In the west they have “chicken soup for the soul,” but in Korea, we have kimchi. 
This is not just because kimchi is one of Korea’s many traditional foods, or 
because it contains rich nutrients including lactic acid, minerals, and vitamins. We 
call kimchi “soul food” because of the memories we associate with this dish.
Nowadays, it is normal to purchase kimchi all year round, but until a few 
years ago gimjang, or making kimchi, was an annual tradition. In November or 
December, mothers would pick a day that would be suitable for making kimchi. 
On that day, the entire family gathered to carry the cabbage, shred radishes and 
mix together the seasoning to make the kimchi. Gimjang continued from morning 
into the afternoon, but it was fun to place the freshly-mixed kimchi seasoning 
over a piece of cabbage and enjoy a bite. Once the salted cabbage was piled 
up in the correct form, the savory smell of steamed pork would begin to spread 
throughout the house. This meant that the hard work had reached its end. When 
the well-cooked pork arrived, the mother would wrap the meat with kimchi 
and feed it to the children. Thanks to this memory, just the thought of gimjang 
makes our mouths water. The moment of happiness when the taste of the spicy 
kimchi and the steamed meat blended together is a deeply engrained memory. 
In particular, we remember the taste the special kimchi prepared and fed to us 
by our mothers and grandmothers. To Koreans, kimchi is a food that represents 
nostalgia and warmth, and it is meant to be special.

The Reason Why Kimchi Tastes Different  
in Each Household
The fact that kimchi tastes different in each household has also contributed to it 
becoming a soul food. The taste of kimchi depends on the person who made it 
and the region where it is made. Kimchi is a fermented food that allows people 
to eat fresh vegetables even in the middle of winter. The method of preservation 
changes depending on the surrounding environment and the climate, which 
means that the level saltiness and the ingredients differ. In the warm south, 
kimchi is made to be salty and spicy, to preserve it for a long time. However, 
in the cold north, the kimchi is not easily fermented, so less salt and red chili 
pepper goes in and the seasoning is lighter, giving it a mellow flavor. Kimchi 
is also bound to taste different depending on the hometown, preferences and 
skills of the maker. In Gyeonggi-do Province, the ingredients of kimchi are more 
diverse., because wild greens are easily collectible in the mountains and seafood 
is plentiful at the adjoining Yellow Sea. Geographically, Gyeonggi-do is located in 
the middle of the country, so the flavor not too salty or bland.
 

Not Even Koreans Are Familiar  
With All Types of Kimchi
How many types of kimchi are there? Not even a Korean can answer this 
question. The type of kimchi differs depending on the region, but new ideas can 
also be thrown in to make new variations. 
Generally, kimchi is made with vegetables such as cabbage, radishes, young 
radishes, cucumber, perilla leaf, crepidastrum sonchifolium, mustard greens and 
chives, while using red chili peppers, salt, sugar, ginger, garlic, green onions and 
salted seafood as seasoning. The most common types of kimchi include cabbage 
kimchi, radish kimchi, young radish leaf kimchi, young radish kimchi, mustard 
green kimchi, green onion kimchi, radish water kimchi and cucumber kimchi.

Try Kimchi Making Here!
Choseong Kimchi Village

Located in Cheongsan-myeon, 
Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do Province, 
Choseong Kimchi Village is a place that 
introduces the traditional kimchi of 
Korea. Visitors can learn about the history 
and culture of kimchi in the 22,000 m2 
kimchi theme park, the exhibition hall 
that represents the history and culture 
of kimchi and the kimchi promotion hall. 
The most popular activity at the village is 
the kimchi-making program, which uses 
local produce. In addition to cabbage 
kimchi, you can make different kinds of 
delicious kimchi such as cabbage salad, 
cucumber kimchi, young radish kimchi 
and cubed radish kimchi. 

		 209, Pyeonghwa-ro, Cheongsan-myeon, 
Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-835-0381
 	Daily 00:00-24:00 (Flexible), Make sure to 
confirm the hours before visiting
		One-day Program at Choseong Kimchi 
Village: KRW 35,000, Kimchi Salad Program: 
KRW 15,000, Tofu-making: KRW 8,000
 https://sciolto2.wixsite.com/choseongkimchi 
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Learn About K-Drink Before  
Embarking on a “Korean Drink” Trip

Alcohol is a great theme that adds excitement to a trip. Learn about the history and culture of Korean drinks,  
to fully appreciate this travel experience. Also, check out the breweries  

with lots to see and learn about the food that goes well with Korean drinks.

DRINK

K-FOOD 

COLUMN
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History Handed Down in Folklore
No accurate record remains regarding the beginning of the history of Korean 
drinks and how they were made. We can guess that these drinks came into 
being when the farming period began, since Korean drinks are made with grains 
such as non-glutinous rice or sticky rice. The first recorded story mentioning 
alcohol is listed in the Ancient History of the Three Kingdoms, a book that is 
famous for the story of how Jumong founded Goguryeo. According to folklore, 
Haemosu, the son of the heavenly god, made Yuhwa, the eldest daughter of 
Habaek, intoxicated and slept with her, causing Yuhwa to give birth to Jumong. 
While this is just a story, it confirms that Korea has a long history of drinking.

Korean Drinks Differ by Production Method
Korean drinks made from grains such as rice, wheat, and barley can be divided 
into four types. “Makgeolli,” which means freshly sifted, is an opaque drink. 
Transparent sifted drinks are called “yakju” or “cheongju,” where the biggest 
difference between yakju and cheongju is the percentage of yeast added as a 
fermenting agent. Drinks made with ipguk, which are made with rice containing 
less than 1% yeast, are called cheongju while drinks using traditional yeast are 
classified as yakju. In other words, clear drinks containing herbal ingredients in 
addition to grain are called yakju and the clear drinks made with pure grains are 
cheongju. Finally, “soju” is a drink obtained by distilling makgeolli, yakju, and 
Cheongju. It is different from the soju in a green bottle that you can purchase at 
a supermarket.

Food That Goes Well With Korean Drinks
 Your personal tastes in food may change things of course, but there are some 
basic combinations that complement the flavors of drinks and food. Different 
selections can be made depending, on which flavor you wish to taste more. For 
example, if you prefer to focus on the flavors and aromas of the drink, choose a 
light food that does not have a strong flavor; or if you want the drink to match 
the food, select it depending on the characteristics of the food.
Spicy foods such as braised kimchi or seafood stew go well with sweet drinks 
with a low alcohol content. For oily foods such as boiled pork slices, choose 
drinks with a high alcohol content or those that are acidic, to cleanse the inside 
of the mouth. With Korean desserts, sweet drinks are a better choice than light 
drinks, as if you consume a light drink after a sweet food, you may find it tastes 
bitter. For strongly acidic foods such as sweet and sour cold salad, pair it with an 
acidic drink to enhance the flavor.

Drinking Etiquette
In Korea, the leading etiquette of Korea related to drinking was described in the 
Rite of Drinking Ceremony (Hyang-eum-ju-rye), where scholars and Confucianists 
gathered at the Confucian school to hold a banquet in which they shared food 
and drink and had good times during the Joseon Period. Korea was described as 
a drink exchanging culture, where people pour alcohol for each other or exchange 
drinks, and this practice continues today.
There is also etiquette for drinking with someone older than yourself. When 
pouring the drink, the younger person should serve the cup to the oldest person, 
filling 70-80% of the cup rather than filling it to the brim. When a younger person 
receives a drink, he should receive it with both hands while raising the cup. When 
making a toast, the cup should be raised to a lower level than the older person, 
and when a younger person drinks, it is considered polite to turn the head slightly 
while covering the mouth and cup with the hand that is not holding the cup. The 
most important element of drinking etiquette is that you should not get drunk.

1932 Pocheon Idong Fresh Rice Makgeolli
There are many army units stationed in 
Pocheon, and many of the former military 
officers who served here inevitably return 
because they simply cannot forget the taste 
of Pocheon Idong Makgeolli. It is made with 
clean aquifer water under Cheonggyesan 
Mountain using a secret recipe that has 
been passed down for 85 years. When you 
take a sip, you will feel the flavor is light and 
smooth as a cloud.
Alcohol content: 6.0%
Manufacturer: Pocheon Idong Makgeolli Co., Ltd.

Honeymoon Wine
This wine is made with clean water drawn 
from Yangpyeong and honey obtained 
from some 20 bee farms in Gyeonggi-do 
Province. The flowery aroma of honey 
gently spreads across the palate. The citrus 
flavor and taste invigorate the appetite, and 
this is why it is typically consumed as an 
aperitif.
Alcohol content: 10.0%
Manufacturer: iBee Agricultural Union Corp.

Anseong-Machum Fresh Makgeolli
This makgeolli is made with Anseong-
machum rice, a freshly harvested rice whose 
quality is guaranteed by Anseong-si. It is 
made by Lee Seong-ja, who is an artisan 
with the skill to make “songjeolju” which 
is designated as an Important Intangible 
Cultural Property by Seoul Metropolitan 
Government. Famous for its uplifting flavor, 
this makgeolli contains hints of banana milk.
Alcohol content: 6.0%
Manufacturer: Hanju Brewery

Moonbaesool Heritage
In 2000, President Kim Dae-jung and 
Former Chairman of the National Defense 
Commission Kim Jong-il gave a toast at 
the inter-Korea Summit with this drink. 
A clear and elegant drink that used to 
be offered to the king during the Goryeo 
Period, Moonbaesool Heritage is currently 
made by Master Lee Gi-chun, who has been 
designated as Traditional Food Master No. 7.
Alcohol content: 23.0%
Manufacturer: Moonbaeju Brewery Co.

Cheonbihyang Hwaju 
Cheonbihyang Yakju is distilled in the 
atmospheric distillation process to make 
this premium distilled liquor. There is a 
smoky flavor that has been infused with 
ripe grains. As the name (“fire drink”) 
suggests, it will make your mouth feel as 
though it is on fire. It pairs nicely with ori-
jumulleok (marinated grilled duck).  
Alcohol content:  40.0%
Manufacturer: The JSUL Liquor, Agricultural 
Corporation

Gyeonggi-do  
Liquor Collection
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Genuine Interest in “Rice”
Koreans are so serious about rice that we have a saying that means to “live through the energy from rice.”  

By being serious, I mean that rice represents more than a simple meal, but that it serves as the driving force  
for life. Find out more about why we love rice and learn about the different varieties available in Korea.

RICE

K-FOOD 

COLUMN
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Rice Is More Important Than Anything
Rice refers to the food made from all sort grains that are boiled and cooked grains by 
placing them in a pot after washing and adding an appropriate amount of water – 
including white rice, brown rice, barley, millet, and sorghum. Since rice is a staple food, 
you might think that it is natural to consider it important, but have you ever heard 
a Westerner say that they “live off the energy of bread” or that “bread is medicine?” 
We Koreans are exceptionally serious about “rice.” Adults prepare each meal with 
care, saying that rice is a medicine, and a word called “bapsim (literally, rice energy)” 
is listed in the Korean dictionary to indicate the strength gained after eating rice. We 
probably value rice so much because of its prevalence in our diet. Rice is consumed 
with other foods such as soup or side dishes, but while the number and types of the 
side dishes change, rice is always included on the table. In other words, the Korean 
diet centers on rice.

Eat Rice Every Day and Never Grow Tired of It
Since eating rice is so important, there are plenty of rice varieties. This is why we do 
not grow tired of eating it every day.
The most basic type of rice is “white rice.” Cooked white rice has a soft texture, which 
goes well with any kind of food. The rice changes in flavor depending on the kind of 
rice, the type of pot where the rice is cooked and the amount of water. Various grains 
are added to white rice such as sorghum, black rice, and millet to make “mixed grain 
rice.” Sometime, beans are also added, or seasonal ingredients such as potato or corn 
to make a special meal.
White rice can be topped with vegetables, fried egg and meat, and mixed with red chili 
paste and sesame oil to make bibimbap. Bibimbap tastes delicious, no matter what 
ingredients go into it.
Rice mixed into soup is called “gukbap.” This is a single dish that you can eat without 
many side dishes, with the name changing depending on the type of soup. Mix rice 
into blood sausage soup to enjoy blood sausage soup with rice, or into bean sprout 
soup to enjoy bean sprout soup with rice.
“Hot Pot Rice” refers to rice that is cooked in a hot pot with mushrooms, chestnuts and 
ginkgo nuts. The freshly cooked rice is placed in a bowl and water is poured into the 
hot pot to enjoy the rice that has been steeped in the pot later on. When cooking the 
rice, try adding bean sprouts or oysters and mix with seasoned soy sauce to create a 
special meal.
When students go on a picnic, most of their lunchboxes are filled with “gimbap.” 
Gimbap is a seaweed roll made by spreading white rice over seaweed and adding 
carrots, spinach, eggs and ham, rolling it up, and cutting it into small pieces. It is a 
favorite among children because it is beautiful in form, as well as being delicious.
Fried rice, which is made by adding a bit of oil to a frying pan and mixing in white rice 
and all sorts of ingredients, changes dramatically depending on the ingredients. The 
most popular option is “Kimchi Fried Rice” that has a savory flavor.

What Rice Should You Choose?
Rice is one of the most important elements of any meal, since it determines the 
taste. We recommend purchasing freshly harvested rice, as old rice is low in moisture 
content, which means that the cooked rice could be dry and part of the nutrients 
may be destroyed. The next thing to check is the date when the rice was polished. 
Make sure to select rice that was polished less than two weeks ago. Finally, learn the 
characteristics of different kinds of rice. Chucheong has a small grain and is glutinous, 
while Singdongjin has a large grain with a great texture. Koshihikari has a transparent 
grain that glows when the rice is cooked. Gold Queen has a savory aroma and a texture 
that is between non-glutinous rice and glutinous rice. Samgwang has a low protein 
content and a soft and glutinous texture, and it is certified by the Rural Development 
Administration for the best quality. Finally, Odae has an al dente texture and tastes 
great, even when it is eaten cold. 

Gyeonggi-do Rice With Different 
Regional Flavors

“Anseong-Machum Rice” of Anseong
This is a single cultivar Chucheong 
rice grown on healthy and fertile land 
using the same farming techniques 
used for cultivating rye. Its high quality 
is maintained by choosing rice with the 
perfect shape using the cutting-edge 
machines and facilities at the mill. 
Koshihikari is also grown here.

“Daewangnimpyo” of Yeoju
Yeoju is a red clay region that is rich in 
nutrients and has a large range of daily 
temperatures, to produce high-quality 
rice. This rice developed in Korea is 
the kind once offered to the king. The 
texture is soft and glutinous, while it 
absorbs less water than other kinds of 
rice.

“Icheon Rice for the King” From 
Icheon
Icheon Rice was grown as an early-
ripening variety during the early to 
mid-Joseon Period, and was offered to 
the king due to its delicious flavor. The 
rice comes in domestic varieties such 
as Chucheong, Alchanmi and Haedeul.

“Suhyangmi” of Hwaseong
This rice was grown as the Gold Queen 
No. 3 rice, after researching the ancient 
rice and traditional grains from the 
Himalayas. This rice produces a flavor 
similar to popcorn when it is cooking.
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TRADITION
Relish Quiet and Peaceful Beauty #Hanok Stay

If you are looking for a quiet space to clear your head away from the bustling crowd, consider staying at 
a hanok, a traditional house that breathes the essence of the culture of Korea. Stay in a space that is the 

culmination of a long period of time to experience peace of mind and enjoy the essence of each moment. 

Hanok Stay Hui is a large hanok village with an area of 9918 m2. Enjoy staying in 
this premium hanok, built with traditional materials and featuring intricate artistic 
elements. It is surrounded by streams that flow from Namhansanseong Fortress and 
pine trees that have grown in the area for hundreds of years, where the village echoes 
the quiet and peaceful vibe of the hanok. Guests are invited to relax in comfort in the 
classy atmosphere that one can only enjoy in the traditional hanok buildings of Korea.

		 39, Saeogae-gil, Gwangju-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-766-9677  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00 
	KRW 180,000-240,000  www.hanokmaeul.com/sub/stay.php

A reconstruction of Yeomgeundang Hall that was owned by the 
royal family of Joseon in Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do, this 
building is an exact replica of the house where royal ancestral 
rituals were held at Jongmyo Shrine, beginning in 1807 and 
continuing until the Korean Empire. Staying at the royal cabana 
of Joseon will make you imagine you have become a historical 
figure. While walking on the lawn designed for a leisurely stroll, 
the pine trees and condiment jars combine with the hanok to 
provide you with peace of mind. Enjoy relaxing in the training and 
therapy room, using organic herbs infused with the traditional 
techniques of the royal family that have been verified by experts. 

		 339-10, Hyeonmun-ro, Yeoncheon-eup, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-834-8383  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00 
	KRW 242,000-495,000  www.chosun1807.com

Enjoy a  
Private Hanok Stay at  
Hanok Stay Hui �

Where Old Traditions Live and Breathe,  
Royal Cabana in Yeoncheon �

GOOD STAY
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Goyoo was built to revive the “unique” (“goyoo” in Korean) 
beauty of Korea. This architectural building, which creates 
harmony between the traditional and the modern, is situated 
in a quiet and peaceful alley in Suwon. The hanok building is 
an unusual split-level structure, with a high and magnificent 
ceiling and a 1 1/2 floor attic, offering elegant charm. The 
guestrooms take the form of either a split-level space with 
two rooms or a studio. Only one group is permitted per day. 
The owner, who is an architect, designed the space himself. 
Thanks to the open structure, the interior is visible. A hanbok 
experience is also available.

		 34, Hwaseomun-ro 42beon-gil, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
 010-4893-6056  Check-in 16:00, Check-out 11:00
	KRW 250,000-320,000  goyoo2020.modoo.at/

Chwiong Art Center offers a hanok stay that has received 
high-quality certification from the Korea Tourism Organization 
(KTO). The traditional garden, small pond and tiles of the 
hanok combine to present a quiet and peaceful atmosphere. 
Select a unique guestroom to suit your purposes from the 
private house where you can read and meditate, the red 
clay heated room full of pine aroma, the nature-friendly 
guestroom that will remind you of a cozy bedroom in your 
own hometown, or the isolated guestroom with a great view 
of Cheongryujeong Pavilion and the museum. 

		 300, Sumogwon-ro, Sang-myeon, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-585-8649  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00 
	KRW 88,000-286,000  site.onda.me/20419

Yooseonjae is an old house with a precious regional culture 
that has been preserved for over 100 years, since the Joseon 
Period. It was officially registered as a Hanok Experience 
Business by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. The name 
Yooseonjae means “to completely heal.” The house itself has 
guestrooms offering many concepts, including a traditional 
tearoom for conversing or reading while drinking tea, and 
a guestroom that is reminiscent of a house in a friendly 
hometown with a quiet and peaceful room where up to five 
people can sleep. When the yellow light is turned on at night, 
the hanok becomes twice as attractive. At the end of your trip, 
stay at this house to enjoy genuine healing. 

	 89-11, Jangmandae-gil, Yangdong-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do 
 010-2311-4366  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00 
	KRW 380,000-450,000  www.yooseonjae.com 

Embodiment of Korean Beauty,  
Suwon Goyoo �

Stay in Nature at  
Gapyeong Chwiong Art Center �

Listen to the Voice of Your Heart at  
Yooseonjae �
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Healing in the Perfect Environment #Luxury Hotels & Resorts
Travel comes in a wide range of forms. If you wish to do everything inside the accommodation without 

searching for a restaurant, but you do not wish to miss out on a beautiful view and a comfortable bed, you 
should stay at a hotel or resort. Here are some noteworthy hotels that will offer you all of the above.

This hotel offers a modern interpretation of Korean tradition featuring 
red-and-blue silk shades (cheonsachorong), oil lamps and the coat 
strings of the hanbok. Sono Calm Goyang has an outdoor swimming 
pool, fitness club, a business center where you can work and a 
sauna. Restaurants are considered an important element of the hotel, 
including the buffet restaurant Cucina M, Chinese restaurant Jukrim 
and Café Il Lago. At the luxury buffet Chef’s Chicken, guests can enjoy 
healthy Korean food, Japanese food and dessert, all for a reasonable 
price. One of the greatest things about this hotel is its programs for 
pets and pet-friendly guestrooms which allow animal-loving guests 
to rest while communing with their animals.

		 20, Taegeuk-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-927-7700  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 12:00
	KRW 192,600-241,900 (Themed bus) KRW 10,000 for a round trip
 www.mvlhotel.com/goyang

The name of this hotel means a “beautiful site where vitality 
is regained and the potential is reached to discover a new 
vision.” The elegant interior is so impressive that one of these 
luxurious rooms was filmed as the protagonist’s lodging 
in a television drama about the upper-class. However, the 
signature room of this hotel features characters that children 
will love. Inspired by the popular animations Tobot, Secret 
Jouju and Kongsuni, this space will provide special memories 
for children. The hotel proudly boasts of a restaurant that uses 
fresh ingredients to offer seasonal dishes and also exhibits 
unique artwork in the lobby. 

		 316, Gangnam-ro, Gangha-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do
 031-770-8888  Check-in 14:00, Check-out 11:00
	KRW 231,000-495,000  www.bloomvista.co.kr

Sono Calm Goyang, �
the Only 5-star Hotel in Northern 
Gyeonggi Province

Yangpyeong Bloomvista, �   
a Special Room Designed for Kids

LUXURY
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At Ramada Encore Pyeongtaek, you can see Seohaedaeeyo 
Bridge and a view of Pyeongtaekhang Port against the red 
backdrop of the sunset. One of the top accommodations in 
Pyeongtaek, this hotel attracts a lot of tour groups thanks to 
its cozy interior. The suite, in particular, is wider than other 
guestrooms and features a luxurious interior. From this room, 
you can admire the best view through its open window. If 
you are unable to travel because you are worried about your 
pet, we can strongly recommend this hotel. Experts will take 
wholehearted care of your pet through the operation of the 
pet hotel service. Don’t forget that the breakfast buffet is free 
when you stay overnight on a weekday.

 3-10, Pyeongtaekhang-ro 184beon-gil, Poseung-eup, Pyeongtaek-si, 
Gyeonggi-do  031-229-3600  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00

	Accommodation price KRW 330,000-400,000
 www.ramadaencorepyeongtaek.com

The Best Hotel in Pyeongtaek,  
Ramada Encore Pyeongtaek �

“The Hill House” is a premium hotel built in the European 
style with an exotic garden, which is situated in Jeonsu-ri of 
Gangha-myeon in Yangpyeong, Gyeonggi-do. The view of the 
Namhangang River and the fresh pine trees planted in the 
lawn offer a healing, natural environment. The guestrooms 
are divided into deluxe rooms and heated room suites, while 
the restaurants inside the hotel offer extensive menus. The 
building has appeared in the television dramas “The Heirs” 
and “Yong-pal” as the grand mansion of the protagonist. 

		 489, Gangnam-ro, Gangha-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun
 031-771-0001  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00 
	Call to inquire about prices  www.thehillhouse.co.kr 

The Hill House, �   
Panoramic View of the Namhangang River

Eden Paradise Hotel �
With a Beautiful Garden
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This hotel was built on a large 36,000 m2 plot of land along 
the slopes of Dodeuramsan Mountain. The thoughtful and 
beautiful design was created by Choi Si-yeong, the greatest 
construction designer in Korea. At 11,000 m2 in size, Eden 
Garden is filled with over 200 species of flowers and plants. 
The garden is decorated according to a number of concepts 
including a lake garden, garden of meditation and a blueberry 
garden. The tea house, which is visited by guests from far 
afield, is famous for its delicious tea served with homemade 
scones. 

		 449-79,	Seoicheon-ro,	Majang-myeon,	Icheon-si,	Gyeonggi-do
 031-645-9100  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 12:00 
	Accommodation KRW 150,000-600,000  www.edenparadisehotel.com
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Share Your Travel Experience #Guesthouse
If you believe that the true fun in travel lies in meeting strangers and getting to know them, why not reserve 

a stay in a guesthouse. The lodgings that we are about introduce are places where you can read books 
surrounded by an artistic atmosphere and hold discussions with other people in a shared space.

Jijihyang is a guesthouse where beautiful bookshelves are filled with the aroma of old 
books. The wooden interior features clear woodgrain textures and cotton bedding, to 
add to the comfort of nature. A noteworthy feature of this lodging is that has spaces 
where you can spend time in true reasoning and meditation, while reading the books 
on display instead of watching TV. As it is connected to the Asia Publication Culture & 
Information Center, guests are welcome to also use the cutting-edge training support 
facilities such as the grand meeting room and multipurpose auditorium, as well as the 
Wisdom Forest, an open space for reading and cultural activities. 

		 145, Hoedong-gil, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do (Asia Publication Culture & Information Center)
 031-955-0090  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00 	KRW 77,000-88,000  www.jijihyang.com

A Special Vacation With 
Books at  
Paju Jijihyang �

EXPERIENCE
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MOTIF1 is a book stay venue created by a father (a writer) and 
his daughter (an actress) at Heyri Art Valley in Paju, Gyeonggi-
do. This art-loving father and daughter named the place with 
the hope that travelers who visited to stay at the lodging 
would use the motif and theme to create the greatest works 
of their lives. Explore the 14,000 books in the library, or sit in 
a room with a beautiful window to listen to the voice of your 
heart. Treat yourself to a special trip. 

		 38-26,	Heyrimaeul-gil, Tanhyeon-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-949-0901  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00
	KRW 120,000-260,000  www.motifone.co.kr

A Night That Will Change Your Life,  
Paju MOTIF1 �  

Operated by a couple who are both teachers, Pyeongtaek 
Arca Books offers a book stay in a private villa that means “ark 
(shelter)” in Italian. Based on the concept of a “house where 
you play with books” the villa is operated by this couple 
who loves books, where analog sensitivities are revived 
through books and emotion cards are provided to families to 
encourage them to hold conversations. Cooking is prohibited 
in this space, with the exception of the microwave and a tea 
kettle, to make sure that guests remain completely focused 
on enjoying the space. There is a swimming pool in the yard, 
which is operated via reservations. The books are replaced 
each week and the bookstore building is also available for 
private use after 6:30 pm.

 122-11, Deongmok 5-gil, Hyeondeok-myeon, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do 
 010-3140-8695  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00
	Call to inquire about prices  www.instagram.com/arca_books/

Haven of Book-Lovers,  
Arca Books Book Stay in Pyeongtaek �
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Rest in Nature #Recreational Forest
If you are thinking about ways of learning about yourself in nature and looking back on who you are, it might be 
a good idea to travel away from the heart of the city and enjoy the natural world. Walk through the surrounding 

areas and observe the landscape to chase away your worries in no time.

Paju Dong Wha Healing Camp has particularly clean air because it is surrounded by 
the Metasequoia Path and therapeutic mountains. Situated in a valley between the 
mountains, the camp is surrounded by various walking paths. As you walk along the 
trails lined with metasequoia trees, the phytoncide will refresh your body and mind. 
There are three routes in the dulle-gil and a small zoo where children can feed the 
parrots. The accommodation consists of premium glamping, forest glamping, trailer 
pensions on the hill and VIP pensions throughout the hills, forest and valley. At night, 
beautiful lighting shines in various colors to offer a charming view that differs from 
the daytime.

		 32-9, Papyeongsan-ro 363beon-gil, Papyeong-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
 031-952-2002  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 10:00 	Glamping KRW 79,000-295,000
 www.dwhealingcamp.com

Paju Dong Wha Healing 
Camp �
Surrounded by  
Nature and Animals

NATURE
GOOD STAY
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The nature-friendly Barasan Natural Recreation Forest is a 
site operated by the government that is extremely popular 
among Koreans due to the highly affordable price. Being 
close to Seoul with access by public transportation is also 
a plus. Because there are too many applicants, the guests 
are picked through lottery of the internet applications each 
month. Woodwork experiences, forest interpretation, forest 
healing and a children’s forest program are popular events 
that quickly fill up. At the outdoor campsite, visitors may 
camp using their own tent. The hiking trail connected to 
Uiwangdaegan is a great place to take a “forest bath” because 
it connects to Bara 365 Hope Staircases and the observatory. 

		 96, Bukgoran-gil, Uiwang-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-8086-7482
 Daily 09:00-18:00 	Outdoor Deck KRW 14,000, Fixed Tent KRW 28,000 / 

Guestrooms (4-person) Baegunsan-dong: Off Season & Mon-Fri KRW 49,000, 
Peak Season & Sat-Sun KRW 70,000 a day  www.barasan.uuc.or.kr

Wind and migratory birds travel freely between the south 
and north here at the Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri Campsite. 
Access is easy from the metropolitan area, while the vast 
area of land (34,000 m2) allows visitors to enjoy camping in 
peace. The facilities at the campsite include a camping car, a 
healing zone where you can use the rooftop, an eco-camping 
zone that has electric lights and outlets, pyeonghwa camping 
zone and a nuri camping zone. There is also a caravan zone 
where guests can stay in the trailers. Enjoy a fun and fulfilling 
camping experience in the area of your choice.

		 148-40, Imjingak-ro, Munsan-eup, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
 1670-3856  Check-in 14:00, Check-out 11:00 	KRW 20,000-180,000
 imjingakcamping.co.kr

Experience the Forest at Barasan 
Natural Recreation Forest in Uiwang �

Enjoy a Special Night Out at  
the Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri  
Campsite �

Dongducheon Natural Recreation Forest opened on July 1, 2020, 
as an integrated recreational facility that provides relaxing and 
fun experiences inside the forest. The guestrooms consist of the 
private pension “House in the Forest,” the condominium “Forest 
Recreation Hall” for small families and group accommodation, 
and the “Outdoor Deck” for those who prefer to enjoy the 
essence of outdoor camping. If there are children in your group, 
visit the “Let’s Play Forest” located in the recreational area. 
The forest staff operates a wide selection of activity-oriented 
facilities that even adults would love to experience. 

		 1, Tapdonggasan-ro, Dongducheon-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-860-3257
 Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00 	KRW 160,000-300,000
 www.foresttrip.go.kr/indvz/main.do?hmpgId=ID02030023 

Enjoy Family Camping at Dongducheon 
Natural Recreation Forest �
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Cherry Blossom Road at Geumjeong 
Station in Gunpo-si �
This spot will allow you to have the best experience of the arrival 
of spring in Gunpo. It is the Gunpo Cherry Blossom Road by 
Geumjeong Station where subway Lines 1 and 4 cross. This place 
is ranked 5th among the eight scenic views of Gunpo, where the 
white cherry blossoms in full bloom along Geumjeong Station 
form a magnificent sight where the railway tracks cross.

 Geumjeong-dong, Gunpo-si, Gyeonggi-do

Cherry Blossom Festival at Dodangsan 
Mountain in Bucheon-si �
The cherry blossom trees burst open each spring at 
Dodangsan Mountain in Wonmi-gu, Bucheon, Gyeonggi-
do Province. The brilliant sight of over a thousand cherry 
blossom trees that having been growing on this spot for 
almost 40 years easily makes this the leading flower festival 
in Bucheon, which is well-loved by many people.

	Dodang-dong, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do

GYEONGGI FOUR SEASONS

Cherry Blossom Trail in Gyeonggi-do Province
When spring arrives, the cherry blossoms bloom throughout Gyeonggi-do Province to form flower tunnels.  

At this time, the romantic spring festival commences. 

SPRING
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Cherry Blossom Road by Uiwang City Hall �
The road next to Uiwang City Hall is packed with citizens 
who come to see the blooming cherry blossoms in the 
spring. Get off at the Uiwang City Hall stop and enjoy a 
romantic atmosphere, where the tall cherry blossom trees to 
the left and right transform the street into a romantic tunnel. 

	11,	Sicheong-ro,	Uiwang-si,	Gyeonggi-do	(Uiwang	City	Hall)

Gasil Cherry Blossom Road in Yongin-si �
On Gasil Cherry Blossom Road located on the way to Ho-
Am Art Museum in Yongin, Gyeonggi-do, a cherry blossom 
festival is hosted in collaboration with Yongin-si, the 3rd 
Army Headquarters and Everland each year. The road is 
famous for the thousands of cherry blossom trees and the 
harmony it creates with the clear lake.

	190-14,	Gasil-ri,	Pogok-eup,	Cheoin-gu,	Yongin-si,	Gyeonggi-do
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Gasil Cherry Blossom Road in Yongin-si
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Gimpo Ara Marina �
Observe the beautiful setting sun along the Ara Canal in Gimpo, 
where the firework festival is held on Saturday nights. This is 
the largest port facility in the metropolitan area where visitors 
can shop at the Hyundai Premium Outlet. At the dock, you 
may board a yacht or take a cruise. When you get on board the 
cruise ship on a Saturday, you can watch the fireworks and the 
performances on the ship from the best available seats. Do not 
miss out on a great opportunity to build memories of a special 
day with your loved ones.

	Jeonho-ri, Gochon-eup, Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-999-7800 	
	Yacht Tour KRW 30,000  www.waterway.or.kr

GYEONGGI FOUR SEASONS

Nostalgic Water Play
Travel through Gyeonggi-do by admiring the beautiful sights of the Yellow Sea and the waterway that flows 

across the heart of the city. There is more to the ocean than beaches and mudflats. Keep reading,  
if you would like to find ways of building fond memories related to water in the summer.

SUMMER
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Gold Waterway Boat House �
There is a place to enjoy boating in the heart of the city. Visit 
the Gold Waterway Boat House to see La Veniche, the Venice 
of Korea. The moonboat was designed to look like the moon 
in the night sky as it moves over the water, and it is beautiful 
to watch when it floats. Up to three people can board the 
moonboat, and ticketing is only available at the ticket office on-
site. If you are planning on visiting as a family, boats are also 
available. While you are waiting, admire the beautiful photo 
zone in the waterside park and watch the water fountain show 
at designated times. Only on-site reservations are available.

	2001-1, Janggi-dong, Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do  070-4242-0340
 Daily 13:00-22:00 Break Time 16:45-17:45
	Moonboat	KRW	20,000,	Family	Boat	KRW	25,000

Yacht Experience at Jeongok Port 
(Play Yacht) �
The Jeongok-ri Yacht Experience Center is a yacht center 
that represents the Yellow Sea, where around 270 yachts are 
anchored. Each June, the yacht festival is held at this center 
for water-lovers and families. The Play Yacht, in particular, is 
a premium yacht made in France that is frequently used by a 
number of broadcasting programs and celebrities. The yacht 
boasts of a luxurious design in two tones and it can only be 
reserved online. The tide hours and sailing availability can be 
checked by phone. The Play Yacht can carry up to 12 passengers, 
who are welcome to fish on the boat to enjoy some private time. 

	15-5, Jeongokhang-ro 50beon-gil, Seosin-myeon, Hwaseong-si, 
Gyeonggi-do  010-3763-4424	  Daily	09:00	-	21:00	Available	daily	until	
30	minutes	before	sunset	 	1	hour to 1 day course, KRW 250,000 per hour 
(Operated up to five times a day)  www.playacht.modoo.at

Gimpo La Veniche Gold Waterway Boat House
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Maple Leaves at Songchu Valley  
in Yangju �
Songchu Valley is located in Yangju in northern Gyeonggi-do 
Province. Easily accessible from the metropolitan area, the 
valley is popular throughout the four seasons. In the fall, people 
will visit from far away to see the colorful maple leaves. The 
thick forest under the valley where the water flows through is 
stained with red maple leaves that present a magnificent sight. 
Walk under the glorious maple leaf tunnel to fully experience 
the mood of fall. Surrounded by a national park, there are 
wildflowers, a children’s playground and a photo zone that 
includes a miniature of Obong Peak inside the park.

	Uldae-ri,	Jangheung-myeon, Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do (Songchu Valley)
 ok.yangjusarang.com

Yeoldugaeul Valley in Yeoncheon �
Yeoldugaeul Valley originated from the fact that you had 
to cross 12 valleys, in order to go from Beopsu-dong to 
Deokdun-ri in Yeoncheon, because there were no bridges 
back in the old days. The mountains, trees and valleys 
blend to present a picturesque landscape. The valley is well-
maintained and clean, because it has been designated as 
a Grade 2 regional stream by the Governor of Gyeonggi-do 
Province. Take a seat and listen to the wind in the valley, 
while admiring the colorful fall foliage, and be comforted by 
nature.

	Choseong-ri, Cheongsan-myeon, Yeoncheon-gun, Gyeonggi-do 
(Yeoldugaeul Valley)  031-839-2065

GYEONGGI FOUR SEASONS

Colorful Parade of Fall Foliage
When the heat of summer winds down, the time for colorful fall foliage arrives along with the cool breeze. 
Yellow gingko leaves, red maple leaves and ears of golden rice are in the fields. This colorful parade stains 

the fall landscape with magnificent hues. We have a few places to recommend that are excellent for 
admiring the beautiful scenes of fall in Gyeonggi-do Province.

AUTUMN
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Geumeunmorae Riverside Park �
This is the largest ecology park in Korea. While walking 
on the trail, you will notice that the red fall foliage that 
announces the arrival of fall covers the different corners of 
the park to recreate the colors of sunset. The bicycle road 
and a red clay road are available along the outskirts of the 
park. The park is also famous as a fall flower spot in Yeoju. 
Visitors may see the common zinnia, spiny spiderflower, 
purple cosmos and cosmos sulphureus in yellow beyond 
Platanus Square until the end of October. In addition, 
various scenic spots and places of historic interest are 
distributed throughout the park including the jar coffin 
tomb, Anhakgung Palace and Tomb of the General. 

	164,	Gangbyeonyuwonji-gil,	Yeoju-si,	Gyeonggi-do
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Gonjiam Resort in Gwangju �
Snowboarding and skiing become popular in the winter. If you 
are a novice, sign up for some ski lessons. The capacity is 5,000, 
as the resort is quite large, but the waiting time for getting on 
the lift is relatively short to ensure a pleasant skiing experience. 
Another benefit is that guests can enjoy skiing conveniently 
through services such as the Me-Time Pass and the Slope Quota 
System. Visit Hwadam Forest offers an open-air bath, golf course 
and a condominium near Gonjiam Ski Resort. The resort is 40 
minutes away from Gangnam in Seoul by car. It is easy to visit, 
because there is a subway that connects Pangyo to Yeoju. 

	278, Docheogwit-ro, Docheok-myeon, Gwangju-si, Gyeonggi-do
 02-1661-8787  07:30-23:00 (please check the exact hours for each 

facility) 	Only operated during the ski season, and there is an off-season/
peak-season, price change for each guestroom / Lift Pass 2-hour pass 
Weekday Adults KRW 55,000, Children KRW 40,000 / Weekend Adults KRW 
65,000, Children KRW 48,000  www.konjiamresort.co.kr	

Jisan Forest Resort in Icheon �
Jisan Forest Resort, which opened in Icheon in 1996, is 
famous as a one-day ski venue because it is only 40 minutes 
away from Yongin. A free shuttle is operated for visitors to 
the ski resort, making it easy to visit. The slopes are formed 
at angles of between 7 degrees and 36 degrees, and they are 
divided into elementary, intermediate and advanced levels, 
while even snowboarders are allowed to use the slopes. 
In addition, a children’s ski school is operated and a youth 
camp facility has been prepared. There is even an exclusive 
slope for the ski school.

	267, Jisan-ro, Majang-myeon, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do  031-644-1200
 December-March Weekdays & Weekends 9:00-16:30, Night 18:00-22:30
	Lift, Ski & Board Rental Fee: KRW 21,000-80,000, Clothing Rental: KRW 

15,000-25,000, Equipment Storage: KRW 60,000-280,000
 www.jisanresort.co.kr 

GYEONGGI FOUR SEASONS

Ski Resort Covered in Snow Flowers
If you want to enter the world of white snow, there’s no place like a ski resort. Select skis or a board to travel on 

the white, vast snowfield and enjoy an exciting downhill experience. In addition,  
you can enjoy a cozy winter trip by taking advantage of the various facilities inside the resort.

WINTER
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Bearstown in Pocheon �
Bearstown in Pocheon, the largest ski resort in the 
metropolitan area, is great for families and beginner skiers 
where there are a total of 12 slopes. Starting with the 
beginner’s level “Little Bear” course, visitors can enjoy five 
internationally-certified slopes, including the intermediate 
course called “Big Bear.” A different slope is open each day, 
to provide fun and excitement to skiers, and the difficult 
slopes are very popular. In addition to the ski resort, there 
are other activities available such as golf, snowboarding, 
snow sledding, a skating rink, nature forest playground, 
outdoor pool and Leisure Kart Buggy Cars. 

	27, Geumgang-ro 2536beon-gil, Naechon-myeon, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do 
 031-540-5151  Check-in 15:00, Check-out 11:00
	Week Pass Adults KRW 77,000, Children KRW 57,000 (Price differs for 

morning, afternoon, night and late night pass)  www.bearstown.com

One Mount Snow Park �
One Mount centers on an ice rink where you can enjoy 
sledding and skating, but also offers snow-related activities 
such as high speed sledding space and a curling zone 
with seven themes. Other fun activities include the photo 
street inspired by Santa’s Village in Finland, the indoor 
performance hall where various performances are held, 
and the sleigh-pulling experience where sled dogs that are 
provided with plenty of nutrition and rest pull the sled three 
times a day, for up to 50 people each time. Finish with the 
merry-go-round, while admiring the view of the snow park, 
to complete a perfect day.

	300, Hallyu world-ro, Ilsanseo-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do
 1566-2232  Temporarily closed starting on March 1, 2021 (open during 

the winter season) 	Normal Price on Weekdays / Weekend KRW 18,000, 
Skate Rental KRW 5,000  www.onemount.co.kr
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INFORMATION

CITY TOUR BUS
Delve into the Hallyu Trends While Walking Along the Streets 

SEONGNAM DOSIRAK CITY 
TOUR BUS 
This is a Seongnam tour that allows you to 
travel around the city comfortably on a bus 
and enjoy sightseeing, fun activities and 
delicious local foods all day long. There will 
be a guide providing helpful information on 
each tourist attraction so that you can gain a 
better understanding of Seongnam. The tour 
is available every Saturday, and the route 
changes every week throushout the month. 
There are three different fees that can be 
charged depending on the route, but the fees 
are the same for children and adults. 

ROUTE 
Week 1 Namhansanseong Fortress Sueojangdae Post—Lunch(not provided)—	
Pangyo Museum—Maengsan Firefly Nature School Week 2 Namhansanseong Fortress 
Sueojangdae Post—Lunch(not provided)—Shingu Botanic Garden—Pangyo Museum 	
Week 3 Janseogak—Yuldong Eco Learning Center—Lunch(not provided)—	
Shin Hae–chul Street—Orfeo Museum Hall Weeks 4 & 5 Namhansanseong Fortress 
Sueojangdae Post—Ceramics Experience & Sandwich—Pangyo Museum 
DEPARTURE Seoul City Hall Station Exit 3, 08:30 Seoul Nat’l Univ. of Education Station Exit 9, 	
09:00 Seongnam City Hall IN OPERATION Saturday, the route varies from week to week 	
FEE Week 1 Tour: 11000KRW, Week 2 Tour: 11000KRW, Week 3 Tour: 13000KRW, Week 4 Tour: 
17000KRW INCLUDED Admission fees, participation fees(experience programs/activities), 	
bus fare, guide fee, sandwich(weeks 4 & 5) NOT INCLUDED Travel insurance, personal expenses, and 
meals(weeks 1, 2 and 3) INQUIRIES 070-7813-5000, www.seongnamtour.com 

SUWON CITY TOUR BUS 
The bus tour takes passengers to Suwon 
Hwaseong Museum that provides deep 
insight into the lives and achievements of 
King Yeongjo and King Jeongjo who were 
kings of the Joseon Dynasty, as well as 
Hwaseong Haenggung Palace, Hwahongmun 
Gate, Jangnammun Gate and more. Book 
this tour if you want to check out Hwaseong 
Fortress in Suwon, where there is a blend 
of tradition and modernity, and learn more 
about Korean history and culture by trying on 
traditional clothing, pounding on tteok (rice 
cake), shooting arrows and more. 

ROUTE 
Route 1 Suwon Station—Haewoojae(Mr. Toilet House)—Hwaseomun Gate—	
Janganmun Gate—Hwaseong Haenggung Palace—Hwahongmun Gate—	
Yeonmudae Post—Suwon Hwaseong Museum—Suwon Station Route 2 Suwon Station—	
Haewoojae(Mr. Toilet House)—Hwaseong Haenggung Palace —Yeonmudae Post—	
Lunch (Jidong Market)—Hwahongmun Gate—Suwon Hwaseong Museum—	
Gwanggyo Lake Park—Suwon Station Route 3 Suwon Station—Hwaseomun Gate—
Janganmun Gate—Hwaseong Haenggung Palace—Yeonmudae Post—Jidong Market—
Paldalmun Gate—Yonggeonneung Promenade—Yongjusa Temple—Suwon Station 
DEPARTURE Suwon Tourist Information Center in front of Suwon Station(Exit 4) 	
IN OPERATION (Suwon–Hwaseong(Half-Day Tour)) March-October Tuesday-Sunday(not available 
on Saturdays) Departure at 9:30, 13:50 (Suwon–Gwanggyo(Full-Day Tour)) March-October Saturday, 
departure at 9:50(Suwon-Yunggeolleung Tomb(Full-Day Tour)) Sunday, Departure at 9:30 	
FEES 11000~14900KRW INQUIRIES 031-256–8300, www.suwoncitytour.co.kr 

HWASEONG CITY TOUR BUS 
This was Korea’s first-ever fair travel city 
tour with prior booking required. In order to 
minimize carbon emissions, participants are 
instructed to refrain from using disposable 
goods and bring their own reusable cups and 
handkerchiefs. Participants walk for more 
than an hour to explore the local traditional 
market and locally sourced food market and 
get a better look at rural life. 1% of the fees 
are automatically donated. 

ROUTE 
The Breath of Dinosaurs(Eco Tour), The Breath of Culture(History/Culture), The Breath of 
the Ocean(Migratory Bird Watching/Tidal Flat/Salt Farm), The Breath of Nature	
(Forest Experience/Native Plants), The Breath of Ocean Waves(Island/Eco Tour), Thematic 
Tour(Rural Experience/Horseback Riding/Ranch/Yachting/Festival/Volunteer Tour), 	
Haruya Tour(2-Day Tour, Camp Tour), Chakhan Yeohang(Good Travel)—Haruya 
DEPARTURE Dongtan Station(Exit 2), Hwaseong-si Media Center, Hwaseong Dongbu Branch Office, 
across from Bongdam-eup Office, Hyangnam-eup Office, Modu Nurim Center Bus Stop 	
IN OPERATION Saturday-Sunday , 09:00-17:00 FEE 14000KRW 	
INQUIRIES 031-366-4983, www.hscitytour.co.kr 

SIHEUNG CITY TOUR BUS 
There is Gaetgol Eco Park where you can check 
out the tidal channel of the West Sea and 
old salt farms. This is the one and only tidal 
channel eco park in Korea that was established 
at Sorae Salt Farm between 1934 and 1936 
during the Japanese occupation period. Prior 
booking is a must, and when you pay 10000 
KRW, you will be given 8000 KRW back in the 
local currency. So basically, it means you get 
to go on a bus tour for just 2000 KRW. Now 
that’s what you call a thrifty trip!  

ROUTE 
Lotus Theme Park—Sammi Marketplace or Murwang Reservoir—Gaetgol Eco Park—Oido
DEPARTURE 10:30, 14:00 Oido Station IN OPERATION April-October Saturday-Sunday 	
FEE 10000KRW incl. round-trip bus fare, participation fees(experience programs/activities), admission 
fees, guide service; not incl. lunch and travel insurance INQUIRIES 031-310-2902, www.siheung.go.kr 
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ICHEON CITY TOUR BUS
Icheon City operates city tours that can be 
enjoyed throughout the four seasons. Admire 
the Cornelian cherries in the spring, enjoy 
hiking on the green summer mountains, view 
the golden fields in the fall and go sledding on 
the winter hills. In addition, meet the animals 
up-close at the Pig Museum or Wawoo Farm.

ROUTE 
Route 1 Icheon Station—Icheon Cerapia—Icheon Farm Park and Lunch—	
Deokpyeong Dinosaur Arboretum—Icheon Station 
Route 2 Icheon Station—Pig Museum—Experience Village and Lunch(choose between 
Buraemi Village, Seogyeongdeul Village or Umusil Village)—Democratization Movement 
Memorial Park—Icheon Station
Route 3 Icheon Station—Ye’s Park—Pottery Making—Korean Full Course Meal made with 
Icheon Rice—Seohee Theme Park—Termeden Spa—Icheon Station
DEPARTURE Icheon Station Hours Open year-round FEE 19900~31500KRW(price differs according to 
the course) INQUIRIES 031-636-2723(2724), www.2000green.com 

BUCHEON FUNFUN  
CITY TOUR BUS 
This is a ‘funfun’ guided tour where you 
can check out the rich culture of Bucheon 
including films, music, and animation. There 
are regular tours that are divided into FAN, TA, 
SI, and A, and there is a metropolitan city tour 
(Gwangmyeongdonggul Cave and Siheung 
Gaetgol Festival) that takes passengers to nearby 
cities. Prior booking is necessary for this tour. 

ROUTE 
FAN(Environmental Tour), TA(Science Tour), SI(Historic Tour), A(Animation Tour), 	
Guerilla City Tour(Double-Decker Bus Tour/Night Toru/Metropolitan Tour with 
Gwangmyeong & Siheung) 
DEPARTURE 10:00 City Tour platform next to the City Council Office of Bucheon City Hall 	
IN OPERATION 10:00-16:20 on Saturdays from April to November FEES 10000KRW 	
INQUIRIES 032-656-4306, www.bucheonculture.or.kr 

ANSAN CITY TOUR BUS 
There are diverse tour routes that include 
Danwon Art Museum showcasing the 
artworks of Kim Hong-do, one of the most 
celebrated Joseon painters, and Ansan 
Reed Marsh Park, Korea’s largest manmade 
wetland park. There is also Daesong Wetland 
where you can feel the vivacity of nature 
with 200,000 migratory birds flocking to the 
area each year. It makes a great place to visit 
for photography or a healing experience. 

ROUTE 
Route 1 Jungang Station—Choi Yongsin Memorial Hall—Seongho Memorial Hall(Botanic 
Garden)—Lunch—Danwon Art Museum—Ansan Reed Marshy Park—Jungang Station 	
Route 2 Jungang Station—Sihwa Lake Tidal Power Station(Dal Observatory)—
Daebuhaesol-gil Course 1—Lunch—Tandobadat-gil—Jungang Station 	
Route 3 Create a tour by putting together tourist attractions in the city and Daebudo 
area(must be a group of at least 20 people) Double-Decker Bus Gwanghwamun, 	
Sindorim Station—Sihwa Lake Tidal Power Station(Dal Observatory)—	
Daebuhaesol-gil Course 1—Lunch—Tandobadat-gil—Gwanghwamun, Sindorim Station 
DEPARTURE (Ansan) 10:00 Jungang Station, (Seoul Double-Decker Bus) 09:30 Gwanghwamun 
Station, 10:00 Sindorim Station IN OPERATION (Ansan) Tuesday-Saturday 10:00-17:00(Seoul Double-
Decker Bus) Monday-Sunday 09:30-19:00 FEES 6000~18900KRW 	
INQUIRIES 1899-7687, www.ansancitytour.com 

GAPYEONG CITY TOUR BUS 
There are a total of 9 circulation buses that 
attract tourists’ attention. Through this tour, 
you can head out to Jaraseom Island, which 
hosts an annual jazz festival, and Namiseom 
Island, which served as a backdrop for the 
hallyu drama <Winter Sonata> and ride the 
railbike for a leisurely adventure. Keep the 
ticket with you so that you can hop off and 
hop back on at the stops. 

ROUTE 
A Gapyeong Terminal—Gapyeong Rail Bike—Jaraseom Island—Gapyeong Station—
Namiseom Island—Geumdae-ri Hall—Interactive Art Museum—Bokjang-ri Samgeori	
(3–Way Intersection)—Petite France—Homyeong-ri—Cheongpyeong Terminal 
B Gapyeong Terminal—Gapyeong Station—Namiseom Island—Interactive Art Museum—
Seorak Terminal—Swiss Village—Huigok-ri—Cheongpyeong Terminal—Cheongpyeong 
Station—Garden of the Morning Calm 
DEPARTURE 09:00-18:00 Gapyeong Terminal / 9:50, 11:30, 15:50, 17:30 Mokdong Terminal 	
IN OPERATION Tuesday-Sunday(not available on Mondays) FEE 8000KRW(adult), 6000KRW(youth), 
admission fee not included INQUIRIES 031-580-2114, www.gptour.co.kr 
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GOYANG CITY TOUR BUS 
Goyang contains Haengju National Historical 
Park that provides a close view of the 
Hangang River mouth where the one and only 
manse demonstration aboard a boat took 
place during the March 1st Movement in 1919. 
A unique tour is provided each day of the 
week, and you can tour around the historical 
sites where the independence movement 
took place for just around 5000 KRW. 

ROUTE 
Tuesday Cultural Walk(Part 1) Latin American Cultural Center—Goyanghyanggyo 
Confucian School—Byeokje Hall
Tuesday Cultural Walk(Part 2) Bamgashichoga(Thatched Roof House)—Bamnidan–gil—
Making cookies(extra activity fee) Wednesday Luxury Motor Show(Part 1) Hyundai Motor 
Studio(admission fee not included)—KINTEX 
Wednesday Luxury Motor Show(Part 2) Forms of Motors and Arts(FOMA, admission fee 
not included)—Aerospace Museum Thursday Documentary Special(Part 1) Seosamneung 
History Documentary—Wondang Flower Complex(extra activity fee) 
Thursday Documentary Special(Part 2) Ecological tour of Janghang Wetland 
Friday Special Movie(Part 1) Goyang Aqua Studio—Let's Run Farm Wondang 
Friday Special Movie(Part 2) Guilsan Station—EBS—Music Fountain 
Saturday Night Stay Theater/Night Tour Haengjusanseong Fortress—Haengju History 
Park—Music Fountain Sunday Weather News/Morning Tour Bukhan san Mountain 
Treckking—Heungguksa Temple 
DEPARTURE 10:00,14:00 from Jangbalsan Station Exit 2 IN OPERATION Tuesday-Sunday(not 
available on Mondays) FEES 3000~6000 KRW NOT INCLUDED. Lunch and admission and participation 
fees(experience programs & activities) INQUIRIES 010-5106-3158, www.goyang.go.kr/citytour 

DMZ TRAIN YEONCHEON TOUR BUS 
The demilitarized zone (DMZ) is a place that 
retains the traces of the Korean War in that it 
marks the division of Korea, but at the same 
time, it symbolizes peace. By taking the train, 
you can get to the DMZ in about an hour and 
a half from Seoul. Because it’s not as fast as 
the high-speed train, KTX, you can enjoy the 
outside scenery in a leisurely way. It has a 
well-preserved natural environment as it has 
remained untouched by people. 

ROUTE 
NOV. TO MARCH Jaein Falls—Hantangang Dam Water Culture Center—	
Typhoon Observatory—Jeongok Prehistory Museum—Yeoncheon Station 
DEPARTURE 09:27 Seoul Station, 09:50 Cheongnyangni Station, 10:28 UIjeongbu Station 	
IN OPERATION Wednesday-Sunday(not available on Mondays and Tuesdays) In Operation Saturday, 
routes differ from week to week FEE 35000 KRW Incl. round-trip fare, Yeoncheon DMZ Dreaming 
Tour(fare, admission and other fees) Not Incl. lunch, travel insurance, and other personal expenses 
INQUIRIES 1544-7755, www. dmztourkorea.com 

PAJU CITY TOUR BUS 
There are seven one-day tours each week, 
four 2-day tours (O/GAM/MAN/JOK) available 
on weekends, and two 2-day starlight tours 
for a total of thirteen tour programs. It takes 
you to the Paju Book City, which is a large-
scale publishing complex, as well as the 
Gardens of BCJ, Unong Tajo (Ostrich) Village, 
Imjigak, Yulgok Yi Yi Historic Site and various 
other ecological, cultural, historical and 
tourist sites. 

ROUTE 
Monday Bogwangsa Temple—Lunch(not incl.)—Majang Lake Suspension Bridge—
Byeokchoji Arboretum Tuesday Hwang Hee Historic Site & Bangujeong—Tongildaegyo 
Bridge—Dorasan Station(lunch, not incl.)—Dora Observatory—The 3rd Tunnel/DMZ Cinema 
Wednesday Hani Land—Geumchon Tongil Market(lunch, not incl.)—National Memorial 
Hall of the Korean War Abductees & Imjingak Tourist Site—Imjingak Pyeonghwa-Nuri Park 
Thursday Imjingang River Hwangpo Sailboat—Jeokseong Traditional Market—Sanmeoru 
Farm—Gamaksan Suspension Bridge Friday Paju Yi Historic Site & Jaunseowon Confucian 
Academy—Munsan Jayu Market(lunch, not incl.)—National Memorial Hall of the Korean 
War Abductees & Imjingak Tourist Site—First Garden Saturday Paju Jangneung—
Gyeonggi Future Education Paju Campus—Provence Village/Paju Matgoeul Food Culture 
District(lunch, not included)—Paju Book City Sunday Majang Lake Suspension Bridge—
Unification Garden Tourist Zone—Odusan Unification Observatory 
DEPARTURE 09:00 Sadang Station Exit 1(Public Parking Lot, 09:30 Seoul Station Exit 2(In front of 
Munhwa Station Seoul 284), 10:10 Daehwa Station Exit 4, 10:30 Unjeong Station Exit 1 Bus Stop 	
IN OPERATION Diverse tours under diverse themes FEES 6000~77000KRW 	
INQUIRIES 02-530-6123, www.pjcitytour.co.kr 
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INCHEON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT LIMOUSINE BUS 
TICKETING OFFICES 
(Inside the Terminal) Gate 4/21 or Gate 9/48 at T1(1F) or T2(B1) 
(Outside the Terminal) In front of Gate 4, 6, 7, 8, 11 or 13 at T1(1F) 
HOURS OF OPERATION 06:00~22:00(Gate 8: 06:00~22:40) 
FARES 5,000~15,000KRW 
INQUIRIES 032-743-7600, www.airportlimousine.co.kr 
ROUTES 
7000 Incheon International Airport—Ansan 
3200 Incheon International Airport—Goyang/Wondang 
3300 Incheon International Airport—Ilsan 
5300 Incheon International Airport—Seongnam 
7001 Incheon International Airport—Bucheon 
8837 Incheon International Airport—Dongtan Station/Byeongjeom 
8852 Incheon International Airport—Suji/Yongin 
8877 Incheon International Airport—Suwon Gwanggyo/Folk Village 
A4000 Incheon International Airport—Dongsuwon 
A4200 Incheon International Airport—Anyang/Gunpo 
A8834 Incheon International Airport—Pyeongtaek/Anseong 
9000 Incheon International Airport—Gimpo 

GIMPO AIRPORT LIMOUSINE BUS 
TICKETING OFFICE 
(Domestic Flight Terminal) Gate 5 on 1F(International Flight 
Terminal) Platform #6 in front of Gate 1 on 1F(purchase from the 
staff onsite) 
HOURS OF OPERATION 06:00-22:00 FARES 5,000~15,000KRW
INQUIRIES 02-2664-9898, www.airportlimousine.co.kr 

GYEONGGI AIRPORT LIMOUSINE BUS 
ROUTES 
4300 Suwon—Gimpo Airport 
4000 Dongsuwon—Incheon International Airport 
4100 Yeongtong—Incheon International Airport 
4200 Gunpo(Sanbon)—Incheon International Airport 
FARES 6,000~12,000KRW
INQUIRIES 031-382-9600, www.ggairportbus.co.kr 
*OTHER BUS-RELATED INQUIRIES Buses in Seoul: Dasan 
Call Center(02-120) Buses in Gyeonggi-do: Gyeonggi Call 
Center(031-120) 

AIRPORT LIMOUSINE AIRPORT ACCESS

TAXI
INTERNATIONAL TAXI(FOR FOREIGNERS) AT INCHEON 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
BOOTH LOCATION 
(Arrival Hall at T1) 00:00~24:00, Desk #23 between Gate 4 and Gate 
5, 070-5102-1191/1195 	
(Arrival Hall at T2) Desk counter on the right side of Gate A, 032-
743–6805 
INQUIRIES 1644-2255, www.intltaxi.co.kr 

SMART TAXI(FOR FOREIGNERS) AT INCHEON 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
BOOTH LOCATION 
(T1) 07:00-23:00, Desk #46 between Exit 8 and Exit 9 on 1F 	
(T2) 14:00-20:00, near Exit 4 on 1F 
INQUIRIES 1661-9917, www.koreataxi.kr/koreataxi 

INTERNATIONAL TAXI(FOR FOREIGNERS) AT GIMPO 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
BOOTH LOCATION (Arrival Hall on 1F) 10:00-23:00, between Gate 
1 and Gate 2, 070-5102–1190 
INQUIRIES 1644-2255, www.intltaxi.co.kr 

AIRPORT CONNECTION SERVICES 
GWANGMYEONG STATION-AIRPORT SERVICES 
The airport connection service is provided to customers traveling 
between KTX Gwangmyeong Station and Yeongdeungpo Station. 
By using KTX and the airport bus, you can get a 20% discount 
(3000KRW) on the airport bus fare. Plus, you can check in your 
luggage at the City Airport Terminal and travel lightly and more 
conveniently to the airport. 
HOURS OF OPERATION Operating hours (first trip) 5:30 from 
Yeongdeungpo Station, 6:23 from KTX Gwangmyeong Station (last 
trip) 22:00 from Yeongdeungpo Station, 22:52 (Mon. to Fri.) / 22:55 
(Sat., Sun., holidays) KTX Gwangmyeong Station 
ROUTE 
(Subway) KTX Gwangmyeong Station—Geumcheon-gu Office 
Station—Doksan Station—Gasan Digital Complex Station—Guro 
Station—Sindorim Station—Yeongdeungpo Station 
INQUIRIES 1544-7788, www.letskorail.com/ebizcom/cs/guide/
station/station03.do 

AIRPORT 
ACCESS

INFORMATION



Traditional Cultural Theme Park,
with traditional performance  

throughout the year.

Weibo
龙仁民俗村KoreanFolkVillage

Instagram
@withkoreanfolkvillage

Facebook
@withkoreanfolkvillage

Youtube
youtube.com/koreanfolkvillage
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Experience traditional culture and 
the various colors of the four seasons in 
Korea through the Korean Folk Village

KOREAN 
FOLK VILLAGE
four seasons



min

Seoul Stn. ↔ Incheon Airport

Airport Railroad
Express train

With a non-stop express train and an early check-in
service at the seoul station city airport terminal,
the road to Incheon International Airport is relaxed and comfortable.
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